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being able to throw MmttW down
to FWN and enjoy the glorious panorama, there is Immediate work to
be done, and a few cloud hovering
over some dLtant moim'ain, instead
of lending beauty to thu view, may
send the poor surveyor behind some
iheltering ro,k to wait,
hiring
v.irh cofd. until morning will allow
him to take up his stand by the
(neooouie and complete his observations.
On the Hist meridian an nstro-notui- c
longitude was determined at
a point on the Yukon river. American and
Canadian
astronomers
worked together, bringing time over
tinwins both from Seattle and
Vrir.i ouver.
An azimuth was then
observed and this azimuth is be- of
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With the Increase of population tame the rep-- n
scniatlves of the American and Canadian governments, eustom-houseand
were eatablilhed
court decisions took the place of the rada justice dispensed by miners' meetings. With the
new order of things came also the neceaaity oí
a determinad line between the two countries.
The I'nlted States ciainied. under the old Russian trtaty. a line running up Portland canal to
the .'.i.th parallel of north latitud- -, thence to follow the summit of the coast range to Its intersection with the 141st meridian. In the absence
of a definite mountain range near the coast, the
line was to be not more than ten marine leagues'
distant from tide water.
Canada claimed that the line should follow the
coast range paralleling the general contour of
the coast, and euiting across all inlets and fiords.
There were other contentions of minor importance, but the real trouble was that Canada
thought she was entitled to a seaport which
ould allow of shipments through Canadian territory to the now valuable Klondike.
As to the Hist meridian being the rest of the
boundary, there was no dispute. This line starts
at a ridge of Mount Saint Ellas and runs through
to Demarcation Point on the Arctic ocean.
Maiis showing a strip of land along the coast
were made, archives were rummaged, every available bits of history and tradition w:ere searched,
and the whole mass submitted ;;s evidence to a
tribunal of three Americans, two Canadians, and
one Englishman, which met in London in 1903.
The sifting of the evidence required three months.
The opposing counsel helped by the geographic
experts put forth their best arguments, a vote
was taken, and the result showed four to two for
th" I'nlted States, the lord chief justice of
.
Lord Alverstone, casting his vote with the
Americans.
naturally tne ( anadian representatives felt
Rreatly disappointed, but the evidence WBJ too
conclusive to allow of any other outcome.
Then came the question of what mountains
the coast range. In places a compromise was effected departing slightly from the
cluims of the Knifed States.
It was decided that certain well defined peaks
on the mountains fricging the coast should constitute the main points on the boundary. Lord
Alverstone, arleldlttg a blue pencil, marked ou the
maps what appeared to the tribunal to be the
proper mountains. The members of the tribunal
were all eminent jurists, but this did not make
them proficient iu the intricacies of contour maps,
and the advice of the experts was constantly requested.
The location of the boundary was left to two
commisisoners, Mr. O.' H. Tittmann. superintendent of the coast and geodetic survey, for the
United States, and Dr. W. F. King, chief Dominion astronomer, for Canada.
Wherever the
mark appears on the
map, this point without any recourse is a boundary point, even though a higher and better point
may be but a short distance away.
To follow the sinuosities of the mountain
ranges in this country would be hopeless, so the
commissioners will probably decide that a
straight line connecting the various
points shall constitute the boundary.
The actual demarcation of the boundary, to be
satisfactory to both governments, must be done
jointly. By this It la not meant that there Is a dl- s

Kng-land-

d

blue-ppnc-

ÍYYD B
vision of labor in
party. There are
American parties and
Canadian parties, and
with each locating party, or party which decides on the line, go
representatives of the
other government.
There are
parties, leveling parties topographic parties,
triangula! ion
parties,
and tnonumentlug parties, which work separately, their work being
such that joint representation is not always
necessary, as the line
will be subject to inspection at some later date. These parties report yearly to the commissioner of their respec-th- e
Governments.
The commissioners meet
sometimes in Washington and sometimes In Ottawa, and cither accept or reject the work done by
the field parties. Their decision Is final.
The magnitude of the task Is little understood
except by those closely connected with the work.
There are (00 miles of boundary from Portland
canal up the coast to Mount St Klias, where it
hooks around on to the 14!st meridian and shoots
for another GOO miles straight north to the Arctic
ocean.
All the land lying along the boundary must be
mapped on an accurate scale, and a strip of topography four miles wide must be run the entire
length of the Hist meridian; peaks which can
not be climbed, or rather those which would take
too long and would be too expensive to scale,
must be determined geodetlcally ; vistas 20 feet
in width must be cut through the timbered valleys, and monuments must be set up on the
ro Itet oi travel and wherever a possible need lor
them m.iv occur.
The field season Is short, lasting only from
June to the latter part of September, and along
the coast operations are constantly hindered by
rain, snow, and fog. Rivers abounding in rapid
and quicksands have to be crossed or ascended. A ii, an who has never had the loop of a tracking line around his shoulders little knows the
dead monotony of lining a boat up a swift Alaskan river with nothing to think of but the dull
ache in his tired muscles and the sharp digging
of the rope into his chafed shoulders.
Vast glac iers are to be crossed, with their danger of hidden crevasses. More than one surveyor
lias had the snow sink suddenly beneath his feet,
and has been saved only by the rope tying him
to his comrades. Several have been saved by
throwing their alpine stocks crosswise of the gap,
and one. while crossing the Yakutat glacier with
a pack on his back, caught only on his extended
arms. High mountains must bo climbed; If they
nre not the boundary peaks themselves, they must
be high enough to see the boundary peaks over
the Intervening summits.
And these climbs are not the organized expeditions of an Alpine club, with but one mountain to
conquer, but dally routine. Heavy theodolites and
tonoKraphle
er tnust be carried, and Instead

: s''-$&Wm-

ing prolonged in its straight shoot across the peninsula This line has been accepted as the 141st meridian and consequently the boundary. It has been
run into the mountains fringing the Pacific coast.
line-cuttin-
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It parked away with all my IhlBgll'
In thltb here box up on the thhelf
With all my marhli tii. Mpth and rlnitth
Vauthe It th a tOOtht that pull It t belt!

Hore's Hatred of B. cycles.
Irish steeplechase horsi
called Tornado, who was well known
r
at one time, was a perfectly c iod
d horse, but he had a !:ared of
bicycles, and whenever he sax o
;j
Ee would l ry to put n:s
wv
It riso
thrr'i?!; the wheels. For
nobody ever knew, for be sever
seemed to be afraid of !!.
An old
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A Good Samaritan.
man with red eyei and red nose
and red hair stood at the sJda of the
street and sneezed dolefully,
'.t was
not one of these surprise sneezes that
creep upon us unawares. Not one of
these titillant sneezes that cause us
to pucker th" nose and wink the eyes
and catch the breath and then kacnoo
at the top of the voice from sheer joy-isneezing That son of snete is
not vouchsafed to as every day. That
sort of sneeze comes infrequently. We
do not care then If wa hav '" , n
ting tn a draught Nor if we have
gotten our feet wet. The point Is
that we have sneezed
Most of us rejoice in it A sneeze of that kind we
will render gloriously and vailunt Ivas who should say to all the world:
"Listen and hear what sneezing Is
when It Is done by the boss sneezer
of the universe."
W'e left the man with the red eyes
and nose and hair at the side of the
street sneezing, but It does not matter. We could go away and leave
A

,.:;

As to Babies.
Any one can he a pm
f.iki s a pift to eiavate
prodneta as children. Ycu
to make the public for?.
yeil, have to be fel at
and gai colic. You mu-- r

After Us the D:luge.
The remark. "After us the
iga,"
an' Is geerally ascribed to Km. I'
,
hiUKh
dour, the mistress
of Looll
At all of Bib! An' pa t r ,ei
An' my BM thhe ai tth kind n' c roth
.
theiiifh it is attributed by l M
An' thay 'at I'm a a. tln' had
thoritleg to Prince Metterr.!
Thi
An' pa thay for mi- not to thaiitl.e.
char;;; Ions of Mme. Met ten
claim
Tho h i. an' bye tin y M me tie
used
that irniVj Motternleh Bay I
An' alter while I ko to thlsep
from
the xpre'sicn, h borrow.
Me
atorada)' what roa Uiaoth I thi-eWy. tMtb hire tooth! An' bow I k.,p the Pomiadour. - NVw York Am i can.
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Rea pa be HmmM an' ma thlM tliay
It'll) thlllv to he thui h a calf.
An mv aunt Thue thhc t.irn away
An' In inch an' laugh an' laugh
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and ladependence wore to be found on the bars
of the Forty MiU- , the Itewart, and at Circle

Let Your Conscience Gu d;.
Your compass Is your con
'ti,- t
ycü
It will not deeeiv
M
arj
your life wll b thp bri
of a
success tnat man Knows, i
" to
yours'lf and UFefuI to your
men. Ch!c:i(ra Ami rlcan.
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four weeks and he would

Easy Knot to Tie.
people," aald the trthaW
nurse, "think they cannot tie a bundle
ecurely unless some or."
U hand
to put a finger on the tr'nj bad
slip. If a simple little roj atlH
faborne In mind there never
rther trouble. It 13 this: nal ad o!
it a
looping the string only once
second time the way a surg. m d5
in tying arteries and there w nerer
CO"
be ar.v sliDDina. A trial w
pra.-vlnce you that It la agalnanl
tica!."
"Some
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Curtis & Gartiide Co., Oklahoma City
Wholesale Manufacturers of ah
Doors. Hardwood Finish oríi ' ar dBan
Fixtures. Ask your Lumr- - r Deater.

sneeze with the impersonal, disinterFor the present the line will not run to Mount St.
mechanical regularity of a
dial. It would be possible, but not practical, to ested,
Nice light bread and flaky tuscuiu
run it across the intervening 80 miles of snow and cuckoo cuckooing in a cuckoo clock.
can be made from
Ice and towering mountain ranges. To complete The man had hay fever
To
him
came
a
man
with
kindly
FLOUR
this part of the boundary the use of an airship Is
eyes and pleasant smiles
This man
contemplated.
and you
on
brand
Insist
this
said:
In the interior the difficulties of the work are
are euro to have the ban
"You have hay fever, have you not?"
changed. Long wooded stretches. Interrupted by
IT
HKI.1-- "
VIH R rIMX-KI- t
The other man sneezed
barren ridges, take the place of glaciers and cragyou
'Tell
how
gy mountains. In place of snow fields there are
cured myself, " said
V'ty r t wp. tt
11"
lr? KuM.f BM
n
"nigger-head'
heat
swamps to be crossed, the stranger. "I suffered from it until
Bttrkuts (ja,r4 ff.r
I. "
S C
l nit on tne Idea
BWf
Hl
l.i
of
cutting
my
where the
becomes mired and exhausthair
Suktwr Sumv.
w ith a law n mower "
rio
'
all
(aepl.
a4mfi
ed and the temper of man is tried to the breaking
'
lofu. o K Sata
Hut the sufferer
' '
III II.
point. Supplies have to be lerrled across the rivmerely sneezed
sadly.
ers on log rafts, while the horses swim.
SHERMAN MACHINE & HUM
There is no longer the guiding line of the coaBt
Dangerous Nowadays.
to follow, and the surveyor must rely on his InOHa
IUrtr Cullaa ClMMn ml
"Mr. Munneysax." says the dignified tntmm
And SMlan. Slftil Wark ft I
st lr.i t for topography and on woodcraft to pilot him
ion em
fttC
stranger, entering the private office VK'l
through an imbroken wilderness.
of the plutocrat,
have here
The inconveniences of transportation have to be
With a quick glance Mr. Munnev
MACHINERY
overcome, and year by year they are becoming sax sees the stranger
has in his hand
Write, til ar plbou
worse as the work carries us each year farther
document of some
Sonthwejtern Mfg. Co., OklahomiW
from the Yukon with its steamers. For the season ately leaps through sort, and Immedl
the window and
of lítO the American party of 30 men will have to is away. With
n. w
the
..
'"
walk 300 miles before they can even start work. attendants leap upon same promptness ELECTRIC SIGNS
the stranger and
"
Then the topographer with his theodolite tries to orar mm to tne floor, when
wmiES
they
make up for lost time. Regular hours for work wrest from hm the document.
s w.EiEcnicco.. "..-- .
are Ignored. A day's work Is reckoned aa ten
L.emme up!" cries the
hours. If the work can be done In that time; if not That s a pretty way to stranger.
treat the BOOKKEEPING
W( 11, In midsummer the days are 24 hours long.
chairman of a committee to invite Mr
"
Avr the
Holidays and Sundays see the same old rovine
Munneysax to be the guest of
MMrt affuaitoit (tel"f' ' "
SCBWt
honor
TRlNINc
BPAINARD'S
BOOKKEZFINC
even the Fourth of July.
at a banquet."
B Wftftt Bftift IK' Ml OftlftC. m. '"
Usually bases of supply are established at cerCouldn't Fool Her.
tain known points before the opening of the seaTANKS
"Miss Ilrown," asks the
son
These are called "caches." Mistakes In the
austero
U- ISW or HUT lllil
locating of a cache are sometimes made, and last chaperon, "what would you do If a
season one surveyor In consequence of such a mis- young man should ask you for a
take was without food for two days, finally reach- kiss?"
SCMOL SLJgi BOOKS, POST CAI
".Now. don't try to make me
ing another camp in rather disheveled condition. It
think
TABLETS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES
so happened that this other party was moving you have lived as long as you have
south toward the same cache and was on abort ra- and haven't mastered that subject'
OKLAMOMA iOOK CO.
tions; so nothing remained to do but beat a hur- giggles Miss Itrown.
ried retreat 60 miles northward, arriving at anfe.!:- - DEERE IMPLEMENTS
other base with belts nulled In to the last notch.
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VEST-POCKE-

ABOUT CASE
Mr.

Jistkt

Reíase

to Allow
Relieved by

System.

be an almost Ideal system. A greater
part of the food values that the beet
takes from the soil Is returned by the
alfalfa and the cow. It Is a case of
carrying out the Japanese maxim.
whlrh Is:
The greater portion of
By H. A. BEREMAN. Editor of Farm-.er- that which 1 take from the soil Is returned by nature, the rest must be
Voice.
by rue or the soil will be robbed
For years there have been a numworthless."
ber cf tnril! irrigated farms In the of Its fertility and been
nrlri section of the west, lying close A piece of land upon which alfalfa
has been grown makes the best beet
ti the streams where primitive
of irrigation have been followed. land and alfalfa will produce more
I heir limitations of water
and their milk pound for pound when fed to
isolation have kept them from being dairy stook tnan any ,nPr (ooi
homes and no real develop-- ' " ,np tnrp, branches of farming work
nana
ment of the country was possible, tin- - nana
The alfalfa Incorporates nitrogen
til, in a large way. the government
segregated such lands as could be wa- into the soil and the manure from the
tered and under the Carey act opened dairy, when added to the soil, decays,
them up for settlement
The crops freeing the vegetable acids and the
carbon dioxide formed has a tendency
grown
t
on the
little,

no

.

gys-tern- s

my son. who Is a jyslclar..
anted to have me operated on, but I
refused and gave Cardui a trial. I ha !
best o week I rould scarcely stand on
my feet, but bad taken Cardui only a
days when I became so much
:.

taf that

e

j

fronger. I had prolapse and became
wry much excited, but was greatly relieved as aoon aa I began to take Car-tul- ,
t thank you again and again."
Cardui la a pure vegetable extract,
f
special benefit to women, at the
gata when they need a tonic. Por
.. r half a century It has been In use
t v those who have known of Its benetal effects, and Is today In use in
thousands of homes, where It relieves
I prevents pain and brings back
itraaajtl and ambition. Safe, reliable,
scientific, successful.
Try Cardui, the woman's tonic.
The Cardal Home Treatment
NirTE
(Sit.
niimri, eaaalata o( (arrinl
-,
fr
i
ar
l hrdfurd'a
II
rr,
aad
Cardal
far
the
rlva l5e,
tatlaeatle l3e. These remedies mar
i.r takea alalr, ar HubmUh. If
ar tare together, aa a raatalrtc
rite (at
far waaira'a Illa.
irritant
Aívlaery Ierpt., Caallaaaaeja
i miles'
Medietas (a.. t'hattanoosa. Tm for
book,
peelal laetraetloas, aad
"HeaM Treatment far Hornea," sent la
request.
wrapper,
aa
piala

vest-pocke-

ranches are almost miraculous In to bring the lnsoluable potash and oththeir productivity. Wheat often runs er ash constituents Into available
as high as i; bushels and oats Ul form. The manure also forms a hubushels per acre
Alfalfa is a iire mas w hlch makes the soil porous and
winner under irrigation and immense gives the air a chance to circulate
the soli
y If Ids of barley, rye, potatoes and through It. This sweetens
other crops are grown wherever the and warms it: also increases its ca
magic touch of water is applied. It pacity to hold water, which is necesIs hard for farmers In the east to sary to dissolve the food contained In
comprehend these big yields. They the soil and put it in an available
form for the plants' use
do not appreciate that these
This is not a system which calls for
soils are often a hundred
feet deep, waiting for centuries, un- an extra outlay of money to put it
touched in their virginity, for modern Into effect. On the other hand. It is one
irrigation methods to unlock the treas- which brings money to the pocket of
ure house of their wealth. If the av- the farmer every month in the year
erage New Knglander or corn belt These monthly payments credited to
farmer were to visit some of these the cow because of her cream check
places he would never go back to the will enable the farmer to do his busl
thereby
old. Inhospitable conditions. If they ness upon a cash basis and
money
would apply here the same careful get more for his
But the fanner should buy the cow
and painstaking methods they would
not
from the standpoint of the amount
In-become little kings of the soil.
And There Are Others.
stead of working like a drudge six of manure that he will get for ferti
The cook had been called away to a months out of the year in order to lizer, but from the record of her abill
lick sister, and so the newly wed
struggle through the other six months, ty to produce milk. Along with this
of the house undertook, with the they would see the actual exemplifica- system can be added the raising of
aid of the maid, to pit the Sunday tion of the saying: "Tickle the soil hogs, for you have the skim milk, anof your dairy, upon
other
luncheon.
The little maid, who had with a plow and It will laugh a
i
feed
them.
which
to
been struggling In the kitchen with a
"
Instead of conserving the soil
offee mill that would not work, conand spending profits on fertilizers
fessed that she had forgotten to wash they would find these irrigated soils NEVADA EXPERIMENT STATION
the lettuce.
of the intermountain region inexhaust
"Well, never mind. Pearl. Go on ible.
Considerable Progress Made in Dis
the
with the coffee and I'll do It." said
covering Crops and Methods Best
easternwhich
Another peculiar fact
oi.siderate mistress. "Where do they ers unacquainted with western life j
Adapted to Conditions.
keep the soap?"
cannot understand, is that western ag- Through the construction of large
ricultural products need not be shipped
Appropriate.
and Irrigation
storage
reservoirs
First Milliner You have de3lgnrd to the great commercial centers of the works the United States reclamation
find
to
in
order
middle
west
and
east
pole
the north
hat'
service Is preparing for agricultural
Second Milliner Yes, It will be a a market.
large areas of land In the
One farmer sold $300 worth of but usefulness
matter of dispute between the purwest. As these
of
region
arid
ter a year from six scrub Hereford-Shorthor- lands are largelythetaken up by settlers
chaser and her husband.
cows with udders about the
the older states farther east who
Answer Wouldn't Do.
size of a quart cup. Poultry, eggs. from little or nothing about the diffknow
"How far Is It to Bigtown?"
malk. hay, grains, potatoes and every
they will have to meet, the
"Well, as the crow flies "
garden vegetable grown north of Ma iculties
reclamation service some time ago
"I'm not going by air ship."
grown
be
can
son and Dixon's line
called on the United States depart
with profit and the local demand is ment of agriculture to establish exper
away out of proportion to the supply.
iment farms to assist in working out
Range stock has fattened on the
the problems involved in these new
sage
of
heavy grass and the absence
conditions. A number of such farms
brush will make an easy Job for the have been established and It appears
settlers in getting crops under culti that the results of this experimental
vation next season. This country, ow work will be of great value.
ing to its good range and equable cliOne of these irrigation schemes,
mate, has been the greatest cattle known as the Truckee-Carsoproject.
country in the inited states. Hun- Is located In western Nevada and cov- cattle
horses,
dreds of thousands of
ers 350,000 acres of Irrigable land.
and sheep have been fattened here Alfalfa, cereals and many vegetables
and the cattle baron has been the lit- and fruits can be successfully grown.
tle lord of creation. Now that irriga- But the peculiarities of the desert
tion has made so much of these lands soils and especially their lack of oravailable for general farming, the land ganic matter, make farming on these
is too good to waste as range and the soils a difficult task for the Inexperi
wire fence and permanent homes are enced settler.
driving the range cattle elsewhere.
Truckee-Carsoexperiment
The
farm was established on a tract of des
BERRIES ALWAYS IN DEMAND ert land near Fallon. Nev., in the fall
of 1906, the United States department
Price Makes it One of the Best Fruits of agriculture and the Nevada experi
in its
ment station being
to Plant, But It Is Very Hard
Experiments in crop
management.
to Harvest.
growing were begun In 190" and the
la the caarnntrrd rare far akta
have been greatly enlarged
operations
crop
In
demand
blackberry
is
The
diseases. If raa -- urr from aae
progress has been
Considerable
since.
from
kvas
pound.
get
price
This
ara traaale.
at four ceuts a
jour frastut aad he eared.
very best fruits made In discovering the crops and
of
one
the
it
makes
Ilaa't talrr the aaaoraare af
the condi
to plant. If one can get four cents for methods best adapted Jo
sealy, l hln. baratas ar pimply
experimental
However,
the
tions.
a
it,
for
vtkea
adaptetd
soil
and
has
dlseaaca af Ike akla
this berry
only fairly
I'l'BB
SO real hoi af HI XT'
he will do well to plant all he can work on this project has
villi relieve roo. We aaaraatee
not begun and it will take several years
be
careful
should
he
but
handle,
eaae.
aay
aae
oae box to rare
gar- field
to make a mistake, for it la a tedi- to fully determine the whichand
If II doesa't. yea e year money
be
can
fruits
crops
and
the
den
haek without qaeatloa. Bat aae
largely
yet
is
it
ous fruit to harvest,
box Wll.l. rare. Jaat yoa try .It.
most profitably cultivated and the best
can
grower
harvest
the
where
profit
yoar
drul-iYea raa set It at
soil management.
it with the help of his family. An- methods of
It romes la the form af a aalvc
many
is
in
by
aad la easily applied. Remem-to
made
other mistake
SEED
IN ALFALFA
ber oae box U imraatred
planting the blackberry In rich, moist SUCCESS
rare aay aaa case af
valley soils. The blackberry, to do
best, wants a moderately rich upland Heaviest Yields Are Usually Obtained
on Adobe Land, from Slow
soil, deep and loose, with most thoror Dwarfed Growth.
ough culture and not too many canes
finely
irrigato
responds
It
hill.
a
yoa
cet
to
under aar pledge that
Much speculation exists why west
yaar aaaaey back If It falla. Aalc
tion, yet on deep, loose, sandy loams
la
The arte
with ern farmers do not succeed better in
crop
satisfactory
Toar druaaUt.
most
a
gives
it
50 reata a hex. Prepared by
thorough culture alone. The dewberry alfalfa seed production. The heaviest
up to 18 bushels the
A. B. RICHARDS MEDICINE CO.. Shermanjexaa
la giving those who planted It great yields, which run
obtained on adobe
usually
are
acre,
buy
it
who
satisfaction and also those
or dwarfed growth.
in the market. It is going to De a land, from slow
for
favorite and profitable fruit, ripening New alfalfa Is considered best
has
stand
old
an
as
production,
before
seed
weeks
two
to
three
as it does
inducthe blackberry and being superior in too great root development,not con
will be a ing too rapid growth which is
it
succulence
and
flavor
MADE
WEAR THE BEST WAISTS
prime favorite. It Is too soft to ship ducive to seed production. Two and
KiclatlY
Rea Tort Str"1 .""Ví.ffMi
stands give best results.
when fully ripe. There are some wonSand
kind.
If oay for the Inferior,
derfully fine blackberries and dewber- Such may be obtained from either the
tour for freo catalogue aad mtoplea
SOCIETY QUEEN CO
Cat 6. St Uali.
ries not yet Introduced that will cre- first or second cutting, but the latter
The
ate excitement when they do become glvea more, uniform ripening. In
full
field should be Irrigated when
known.
aa am mm m tr J 1 J a.r
I
bloom to give the greatest yield. More
.:1.ímIía MM
and better seed la usually to be had
New Croaa of Hogs.
crowded.
'
Tamworth sows, a new cross which when the plants are not rowe, betla sown in
Is resulting well at the Agricultural When the seed
than when
college, is that of a breed known as ter results are to be had
can be
aa
cultivation
broadcasted,
upon
China.
Poland
the Large Ulack
crowna of the plant are
The Large Ulack is an English bacon given and the
apnot so readily injured.
breed of very unprepossessing
pearance. They are long, narrow and
Feed for the Calf.
leggy with enormous ears. Their
calf la ten daya to two
the
After
very
they
hard
are
la
that
fault
worst
the skim milk
supplement
old,
weeka
eyea
their
because
to drive or handle
corn, oats
hay,
clover
feeding
by
MSI NB1 1.1
by
diet
their
are so completely hidden
should
seed
flax
The
seed.
flax
and
I
so pleasant to take stops the I ears. The only place the Large Black
boiled and then aUowed to
be
Is
first
country
for
In
thla
find
is likely to
coogh to qaickfjr. Absolutory fak
It will settle Into a Jellypurposes of crossing, aa the pure cool, when
too and
and thla la mixed In
substance,
breds possess no merits sufficient to like quantities with the num.
small
breeds.
established
displacing
warrant
r
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The great thing during leasons ot
scant or average rainfall M the conservation of the water alter It has
been stored In the soil. The one
great source of loss Is evaporation.
Few have any conception of how
Back water may be lost In this way.
The amount, of course, will vary with
the situation, exposure, temperature,
ate, it is not known what the exact
loss from soils would be. but It is believed that so long as the soil is bare
and looks moist on tri" surface, evaporation is robbing It of Its moisture,
but as s')on as the soil looks dry or
Is hidden by a crop, the rate of evaporation falls off very rapidly.
These latter conditions are best
brought about by cultivating and seed
ing as soon as the land is dry enough.
If there are two plots of soil side by
side, and one Is cultivated and the
other Is not, the evaporation from the
cultivated one Is much greater for
a day or so than from the other,
but this evaporation takes place chief
ly from the loosened
portion, and
hence in a very short time, provided
no rain falls, this layer becomes dry
and acts as a blanket to protect the
soil below, diminishing the evapora-

Fields Side by Side with Those Tilled
by Old Methods Show Its Value
Hard Work and Intelligence
Are Necessary.
The C,nn;i ill dry farming methods
applied to corn have, proveú a success in the semi arid sections of the
Vest, Applied to wheat, they have
proved for years that they were correct in principle, but farmers were
alow to apply them to corn.
There is nearly always more than
sufficient rainfall In some parts, but
the great problem has been to keep
It in the soil until the crops are made.
The Campbell method Is designed to
do this, and the results that have followed Its application were made evident to a traveler who drove through
this section this week.
Many times there were Melds side
by side with like soil, as favorably
situated as to drainage, and without
any difference so far as the opportunity for a good yield was concerned,
which differed so much and presented
such a contrast that one could not
fail to see at a glance the different
class of farming which had been done
While
by the two types of farmers.
not the rule, there was too much bad
farming. All of those observed as an
illustration of all.
One farmer had "scratched over" his
farm, using a disc when a plow was
needed and had listed his corn Into
crusted
last year's weedy,
field. The weeds
and moisture-sappehad soon gained the ascendency, and
the corn having no reserve molstur.
was
being surrounded by weeds
dwindling and badly scorched.
Immediately adjacent and except for
a barbed wire fence would have been
a part of this field, was another where
the dry farming method had been
used. It was evident that the most

IN

One Great Source of Loas Is by Evaporation Land Should Be Cultivated at Right Time.

Methods
Campbell
Scientific
Prove Successful in West- Dairy cows with a crop rotation of
beetM
:tnrl alfalfa has nrnven to
susar
ern Country.
Meal

Is a Sure Winner Under Irrigation and Immense Yields of
Rye, Potatoes and Other
Crops Crown Profitably.
Oar-ley-

became

Cows, with Sugar Oeeta and Alfalfa,
Has Proven to Oa an Almost

Alfalfa

fvdro, O "I suffered for 35 year
with weakliest and female troubles,
nnd nothing has done me so much good
a Cardui," writes Mrs. Martin B. Jus-- !
of Pedro, O. "flefore I took Car-- :
the woman's tonlr,

otation and dairy CORN ON DRY FARMC0NSERV,N01A1ER

RANOl!CR0P

Crops on Irrigated Farms Almost
Miraculous in Productivity.

Operation and $
Cardui, tilt Woman's
Tonic.

il.

T

FAMOUS DOCTOR'S
PRESCRIPTION,

Kto

mm
IfpYSWEPSlf
LATER REALIZATION

tion.

j

Hence, H Is a matter of vital
portance that the soil should be cultl- vated at the earliest possible moment,
a delay of one week in this operation
after the soil Is fit will rob it of from
one to two Inches of water, an amount
sufficient to tide the crop over a
drought. Deep cultivation is not advisable, for all of the loosened layer
dries out In dry weather, and since
the deep blanket is little, if any, more
effective than the thinner one, the
extra loss from the thicker blanket
is not atoned for by greater saving
of water In the lower layers, and Is a
i net loss to the plant.
With cereals the conservation of
moisture by cultivation may be continued till the grain is nicely up. If a
rain has come, packing down the soli
and destroying the loose blanket, and
thus setting up rapid evaporation
again, it Is good practice to run over
the crop with a light harrow and restore the blanket. The saving in moisture will more than atone for any injury1 the harrow may do the young
plants. With hoed crops, theoretically they should be cultivated after ev
ery heavy rain.
In humid sections, where the rainfall is usually sufficient to saturate
the soil, after harvest conservation of
moisture is not essential, but in semi-ariregions the tillage right after
harvest is essential for the purpose
of conserving moisture.
d

PEANUT

CROP

ALWAYS SURE

It

"I don't see why you make such a
fuss over every little bill I run up. Before we were married you told me
you were well off."
"So 1 was. But I didn't know It!"
He Bit.

Commissioner Bingham ot
New York said of graft at a recent
dinner:
"The grafter isn't so easily caught;
he isn't quite so naive as an old fellow
they used to tell about in Andover.
"This old fellow was suspected of
tampering with the church collections.
A couple of clumsy traps that were
set for him failed to work. Then one
day a young deacon walked past his
house leading a new horse.
" 'That's a fine horse, deacon,' the
old fellow shouted. 'Did you buy him
at the fair?"
" 'Yes,' said the deacon. Then, as
the other came nearer, he added:
" 'I bought him with my pickings
out of the collection plate.'
"The old man looked horrified.
"'Good gracious!' he said. 'I've
often taken enough myself to buy a
hat or a pair of trousers; but, deacon.
Ba takin' enough to buy a horse ain't
ye committin' a positive sin!'"
e

Poverty and Consumption.
That poverty is a friend to consumption is demonstrated by some recent
German statistics, which show that of
Warm Climates.
persons 40 annually
10,000
of consumption; of the same numThe peanut is a food found in stores die
66; of
ber only moderately
and peanut shops in most parts of the
of really poor, 77;
number
same
the
Many of the clerks
civilized world.
of paupers, 97. According to John
and shop men, who handle peanuts and
English labor leadevery day. know very little of how Burns, the famous
90 per cent of the consumptives in
er,
they are grown.
London receive charitable relief in
The peanut thoroughly matures only
Corn Grown on Dry Farm.
their homes.
growing
warm
where
climates,
the
in
careful thought had been given to the season lasts from eight to ten months
Origin of Word "Bible."
question of how to secure the very in the year.
The word bible Is derived from the
best results. Not only thought, but
The class of soil most conducive to Latin rame biblia, which was treated
Judicious and careful work had been tneir growth is a coarse sandy loam
as a singular although it comes from
done. This corn was of the best, of
The selection of the seed is much the Greek neuter plural, meaning litgood color, sturdy, stout and with tne game as tnat 0f other vegetables;
tle books." This Greek diminutive
large ears which gave promise of .1 to reap the best harvest, the choicest was derived from byblus, or papyrus,
bountiful crop. The soil looked rich setd must be planted.
the famous material on which ancient
and productive. There were no weeds,
The ground is to be laid off In shalbooks were written. The title "Bible"
but there was a good dust mulch, and low furrows about two feet apart. Into was first used about the middle of the
It was plainly evident on the face ot these furrow.-the peanuts after hav- second Christian century In the
everything about the farm why one ing been broken so as to have one
second epistle of Clement
failed and the other succeeded.
nut only in a piece of a shell, are (xiv., 2).
dropped from 18 inches to two feet
FOOD QUESTION
GENERAL FARM NOTES.
apart. When the ground has all
by
been planted It is leveled smoothly Settled with Perfect Satisfaction
a Dyspeptic.
Burr clover has many advantages again; covering the seed with from
as a winter cover crop.
two to four inches of soil.
A great many people are finding it
It's not an easy matter to satisfy all
After about two weeks, from tha
good
keep
Idea
to
land
their
mighty
a
members of the family at meal
the
two
planting,
little
leaves,
of
time
busy.
as every housewife knows.
time
somewhat the shape and mach like a
With every little extra work, one lucern leaf, appear above the ground.
And when the husband has dyspepmay grow two crops in the garden
the simplest ordinary
These two leaves after several months, sia and can't eat
trouble, the food
every year. Try it.
causing
food
without
many
developed
small
will have
into
When you are ahead of your work branches which spread out on the question becomes doubly annoying.
it Isn't such a hard matter to keep ground for a foot or more in all di
An Illinois woman writes:
"My husband's health was poor, he
there; then there is time for other rections. From these branches small
no appetite for anything I could
things.
had
tender shoots grow down into the
It has been recommended that the ground. On the end of these shoots get for him, it seemed.
traffic in horned toads be stopped, the grow the peanuts; not on the main
"He was hardly able to work, was
reason being their usefulness In de- roots, as might be supposed.
taking medicine continually, and as
stroying insects.
soon as he would feel better would go
The peanut needs but very little cul to work again only to give up In a
Improved seed is essential for great
will mature with less wa
tivation.
It
He suffered severely with
er crop results, but preparation of the
almost any other vegetable few weeks.
trouble.
soil and cultivation ot it is the basis ter than
stomach
All one has to do la to keep the
of all agricultural progress.
"Tired of everything I had been able
among the vines, and kill
Hay which contains as much as pos- - weeds from
to get for him to eat, one day seeing
appear
gophers
on
all rats and
that
I
an advertisement about Grape-Nutsiblo of the qualities of fresh grass
got some and tried It for breakfast the
is Ideal hay. The curing determines the land.
Harvesting is perhaps the most la next morning.
this, and much attention should be
borious part about the raising of peapaid to it.
"We all thought It was pretty good
The chief functions of humus In the nuts. The vines must be pulled up although we had no Idea of using it
by hand. If the ground la In proper regularly. But when my husband came
soil are to Increase the
capacity, Improve the physical condi condttlon, most of the peanuts will home at night he asked for Urape-Nut-s.
tion of soils and form a store house hang to the vine, when pulled up.
The nuts are then picked from the
for plant food.
"It was the same next day and I
vines and laid in the sun. When thor- had to get It right along, because when
Trees in Chicken Yard.
oughly dry, they are sacked and sent we would get to the table the question,
If you are arranging for new poultry to be roaated ready for eating.
'Have you any Grupe Nuts' was a regyarda, locate them permanently, and
The crop is alwaya sure, and brings ular thing. So I began to buy it by
In the fall set them with fruit trees, good returns because of the great de- the dozen pkgs.
plums, pears, etc. Poultry and fruit mand in all markets of the world.
"My husband's health began to imof these kinds seem to work hand in
prove right along. I sometimes felt
hand. The trees will furnish shade
offended when I'd make something I
Don't Kill Off Hena.
for the chickens, while the chickens
Do not go to killing off your hena thought he would like for a change,
will gather the Insects which ordinari that do not lay up to the 250 a year
nd still hear the same old question,
ly Injure the fruit.
you any Grape-Nute- r
'Have
high
averas
an
Work
for
standard.
"He got so well that for the but
age in your flock as you can, but do
Benefit of Large Corn Crop.
years he has hardly lost a day
All we need la a large conrcrop to not Insist upon the impossible. You two
his work, and we are still using
from
the
wonderful
deal
about
good
a
road
put the price of shoata and steers
Grape-Nuts.- "
Read the book, "The
ready for the feed lot almost on the record some individual hen has made,
pkgs. "There's
prohibitive list. A few are always but the money makers are the good Road to Wellvllle," in
reason."
a
average
giving
us
flocks
around
all
any
get
price to
ready to pay almost
thai afeara letter? A aew
Errr raaS from
something to feed when grain Is about 150 eggs to the hen. Let the aaa
time ta time. Taejr
aaatara
good work go on.
ara seaalave, tra. aaa fall af kaauua
plenty
Coarse Sandy Soil Most Conducive to
Its Growth Matures Only in

well-to-d-
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well-to-d-
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water-holdin-

Mesnrs. Whitmore and Fet o
ICKLY
CHILDREN WHO ARE
uwn rtNaU 11 and the wliite sands are loading
Motbeis who valve
car
the welfare of their children. sb"Ulri neter
Dog Canon
withiiul a box nf Mothei Otat's Sweet Poweer.
and
all
week
this
the
t u cm. lirefor -, tiirounhi.u' the aeaaona
liuinn
u i n ir an tul fur Ilium
h
They rlieak U Cold. Can rVvprianness, Conare
wmwm
nngj
iifliili
l
he and
stipation. Teething Diaordera,
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birthday
Wells
gave
Harvey
a
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trial
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CONCERNING A MOUNTAIN.

at the po.tolRce in Alamiirrdu,
Enter
Mcxio, for tranamiaslon throunh the
mail un xecnnd cía. mar.tr
N.

My sense of sight is very keen
My sense of hearing weak,
One time I saw a mountain pass.

ADVEBTISINO BATES.
MegtiiBlng August l the fottowing
advertising ratHS will becom aVe
tive In I'hn Almmigordu Nws A bao
Iu hh i, o concession to annuif
Kro'Mnti nal Cards occuptlng 1
Ineh iif less space. 81 a mouth.
I'lain Display advertising. 18 cent
per sn,iH column inch each inser
Display Ad OBtlBlng milt a
Ihtn

But could not hear its oeak.
Oliver Herford.
Why, Ollie, that you failed in
this
Is not so very queer.
To hear its peak you should, you
know
Have had a mountaineer.
Boston Transcript.

reasonable amount of price llt mai) rents per single column Inch
ler
Display Ads containing
eich
large amount of figures and price
INt matter. 25 cents per single column
inch each Issue.
I
als or reading notices. One
No charge
Cent a wuid each issue.
nade t the line. If locals are
wa ited in black face type, double
Figures
price will be charged.
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers.
Minimum charge on dis
25 canto
play advertising. SI 00.
Cards til thanks, resolutions of re'
spect. obituaries and notices of
churches and societies where an ad
mission fee Is charged to the affair
adertled. one cent a word.
These prices are the same as are
charged by all other county seat papers Mi the territory.

But if I saw a mountain pass
My eye I'd never drop;
I'd keep it turned upon the
height
And see the mountain's top.
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
I didn't see the mountain pass,
Nor hear its peak, by George:
But when it conies to storing stuff
I saw the mountain gorge!
Exchange.
The mountain, peaked at this.
Frowned dark while Ollie guyed,
A cloud o'erspread its lofty brow
And then the mountain side.
Transcript.
If Ollie could not hear its peak,
Or sotig of any bird.
Of lambs, or iiom upon its slope
He sure the mountain herd.
Tips and Tales.
Of all this junk that's gone be-

j

'BOOSTLETS."

Hi'le your little hammer and
peak well of others and our town,
no matter how small you may
really know yourself to he When
a stranger drops in, jolly him.
Tell tit tins is the greatest town
fore
on arth and it is. Don't
him by speaking ill of We've surely had enough,
any n e or anything. There ij no Take it from me my gentle friend
einl of fun it minding one's own That mountain was i bluff.
Baltimore Sun.
busineax It make others like you.
bo ly gets stui'k on a Knoi'ker.
In all this talk of mountain lore,
Fuller. What Oil says mav be so.
But don't you think it only fair
A Boostlet from a Booster.
To let the mountain know?
Taos Va ley News
Don't inii.zle your dog if lit
got t" liijht.
Now, that all have had their say
Don1) whip your horse when lie's; And have COme to a close,
pulling a load.
We'll state that of peaks round
Don't put too heavy a tail on
w Inch
your kite,
Winds blow-th- e
mountain knows
Don't place obstructions upon
Another horrible mine disaster
the road.
arketl the history of Illinois.
Tiie kicker who Bits oo a dry goods
igain, in the recent explosion
fire conflagration which raged
And hammers from dawn till the a
in
Cherry
a few days ago. Over
he sun une-- down.
Should take his knocks and bis three hundred human souls an
said to have perished in the coal
useless self.
To a 'or t he landscape of tOtlH nine entomlted, only to slowly
mee! their deaths BO far away
Jay town.
be
I'n sand on the rails when the from any assistance that could
given.
The
majority
had
grade is steep.
dependent upon them
wide the throttle where families
Mid their earnings and what wu
t he current is
w it't.
nore, to thus die brought grief tu
Only the live fish ascend
the widows and families of a
111

dis-fourat-
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Op-M-

ad ones helplessly down teeming unbearable nature.
ward drift.
Dog Jaujn Items,
Don't muzzle your dog if he's
rhere liu- - n t been much news
trot to ticht.
,or bbe lust couP'fl "f week, 0ur
D n't clip the spurs of your
Camp City writer (who ever he
roi ister.
say t amp jnj is sun on me
Don't be a knocker from mo n is)
beg leave to differ with
.
I"IUP
,;n
,
p.
in ,t.k.
it
is not on the map or
him as
Stand pat for your town-li- i he
never has Lien. We have a
1st r.
I'ost Office down here by the
name of 'amp hut that is all.
A Contribution from MichiganMr. M. A. Boyd bought Mr.
True frlen lship can never be
W. A. Wells place and Mr. Wells
broken,
moved into his sons house near
We know where its been tested
station.
and tried,
Robert Stark returned the last
And sometimes we find ourselves
of the week from Northern New
longing,
To be located down by their side. Hex, and this country looks good
Alamogordo's a small garden of to him.
Bob Snodgrass just returned
Eden,
Where beautiful flowers grow, from Arizona to attend court.
And the scenery we cannot desThere has been a good many
cribe it,
of the Dog Canon boys out huntThree sides are of mountains, you ing this last week.
know.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Andrews
White mountain away in the dis- was down by here the first of the
tance,
Arrayed in its garment of snow. week.
With the azure tints all around Mr. E. W- Monroe has been
out to the white san 1s for a few
it.
Stirs the heart of the artist all daysthrough.
Willie Albright and Wallis
no
sunshine
other
Rouperd are digging a well on
the
And
spot like it,
Rouperd place.
A ray for each ail of mankind,
Edwin Kellar is doing some
And for those who've not been fencing
on his ranch.
The
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Church, South.

Preaching every Sunday Morning and Evening at the usual
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bring

vulg,

show,
Nor for the dollar bill,
But we heleive in Alamo,
And we are sure you will,
If yon will only ope' your ey
And take a gentle peep,
We're sure you'll see her
futures lie,
In fortunes broad and deep.
. B. ARMSTRONG.

Casal

1900

Established

The First National Bank

Regular services II a. m. and
at the First
A rather amusing incident oc- Baptist church.
The pastor will preach at both
curred one day this week in
Ml.
services.
which two ought to have been
Sunday
9:45
School
a.
M.
full, but only one was. One of
Prayer service every WednesCONDENSED STATEMENT
the boys had been indulging too day 7 :15 p. m.
The public is cordially invited
the cup that cheers and was takAT COMPTROLLER'S CALL. CLOSE OF BUSINESS
IS, lie
en to the jail, which is a large to attend all the services.
invited.
LIABILITIES
structure but at that time empty, Strangers are specially
ISOCKII
Capital
... $ WJ.166.81
Loaoa and Diaconaia
I .'o.ai
in order to allow the heated
2X7. Sarpla. aad tTadivided PreSu
Overdraft.
'2.77.18
t"
t'i
ItrMHUfc
S.
ulation
em
culation
Bonda
toaeenre
cool
brain to
CL0UDCB0FT NOTES.
and the unsteady
."1
ISMU Deposit
Premium, on U. S. Bond.
- .2
22,no 11
Banking boa ,fnrniture A fixiarr.
legs to recover so that they could
Miss Mirta Long visited school other
moo
Real Katair owned
a,i,no
Redemption land
keep pace with the body. Just Wednesday morning.
IT5JB
other Secarili s
47.2SW.24
as they reached the building the
Perry Keardey Jr made a fly- Ca.b and Siirht Exchanfe
prisonor said : " Whatcher going ing trip to Oloudcroft last week.
S4.IG6..1
Total
nsMata
to do (hie) with me?" Theoffic-e- r
Lester Elmore has been apreplied that he had to go to pointed Librarian for the next
jail for being drunk. "Huh!" two weeks.
DIRECTORS
La-- f
said the prisoner, "If you put
Sunday afternoon while
F. M. BHOMBERG,
W.J. BRY80N,
men in here (hie) for being w restling Obin Smith got an arm
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
J. M. WYATT,
drunk, (hie) looks like (hie) dislocated.
C. MEYEU,
W. K. EID60N,
BYRON SHERRY. HENRY S. EVANS.
you'd have the (hie)d-- m
Miss
Louise Schertz spent
thing
Wednesday night with Arzela
full!" Carrizozo News.
MAN, NOT

JAIL,

FULL.

7:15 p. m. Sunday

Of Alamoáordo, N.
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A POLITICAL

EPISODE.

A political office in a small
town in Iowa was vacant. The
office paid $ 2 ) a year and there
was keen competición for it. The
M

and Sylvia Moser.
Our New Literature Book is so
well liked that we have had to
order more copies.
Miss Willie
Morgan spent
Saturday and Sunday with home
folks in James Canon.
Mrs. Hattie Martin. Mrs. W.
Nelson, and Mrs. A. í. Morgan
were t allers at school last week.
Mrs. Frank Lloyd of Alamo-sord-

democratic candidate, Ezekiel
Hicks, was a shrewd old fellow,
and a neat campaign fund was
was turned over to him. To the
astonishment of all, however, he
was defeated.
is visiting her daughter,
"1 can't account for it." said Mrs. McOlnre.
one of the democratic leaders,
Mr, Perry Kearney Sr. and
gloomily.
family have mover? to Alamogor.
"With that money we should do for the winter. We regret to
have won. Mow did you lay it lose them, and are very sorry ti
out, Ezekiel?"
have the chileren leave school.
"Well," said Ezekiel, slowly,
Our school preliminary contest
pulling his whiskers, "yer see. in recitation and declamation
that office only pays 1200 a year will be held at the school house
Balary, an' I didn't see no sense here Sat. fío?, 27, at 7 ::?n P. M.
in payin' $900 out to get the The public is cordially
invited to
offlci , so 1 just bought me a little
attend. The Committee.
truck farm instead." Lippin-cott's- .
Fruitvnle.
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Herbert
A JUST DESERVE.
CENERALLY.
are in town at present.
A seedy looking man entered a
Herman A. Pruess and L. (J.
store in Trenton, recently, and'
Lilly
depart for Oloudcmft Tuesasked assistance, hacking up his
day
morning,
where they will do
s
request with a long tale of
carpenter
contracting
till Christami lack of employment.
mas.
With a wink at his clerk, the
merchant pointed to a friend who
Misses Gore and Watson rehappened to be in the place and turn d from EI Paso Friday
replied: "Ask that gentlemen, afternoon, where they visited rehe is the proprietor, I'm only a latives of Miss Watson. They
report having1 had a huge time
cierK.
The friend received tin beg- and the fair was what it was
gar's request In a sympathetic advertised
manner, and, turning to t he merLast Saturday morning, A. ('.
chant, remarked: "Tbil seenil Watson and family
left for for
to be a worthy case. Mr. Jones, Roswel',
where he and his family
give him a dollar from the cash will
reside. Mr. Watson will
register," and then walked out pen a bowling alley
there and
if the store.
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SHIED AT

A

BRICK.

BPFICIENT

IRON

ON

THE MARK!

at the handle, yet hottest upon the face,
the neatest amount of heat .lircetlv in the point
The patented Stand attached In the heel
of the iron is

.

may his business be a success.
If was in vain that the mer- We
all regreted to see them leave
chant protested that it had been and know they will
make friends
So insistant did the
a joke.
wherever they go. The young
eedy one become thai "the folks will miss
the daughter.
boss's" directions should be car- Miss Pearl, very
much.
ried out, that it was finally necessary to do so in order to be J. 0. Dunn is at last at home
again, and is busy again with his
rid of him. Lippincott's.
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.u nana ana. cannot .be lost or
den in the folds of the work.
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necessity max be used by sotntecting
any electric light socket. Let us deliver an iron
to you on
prosal The iron will cost you nothing during the
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Thirty Days Free Trial.
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NO.

46328

Percheron Stallion, black with star.
Foaled May 14,
1905; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson,
Normal,
HI. This splendid horse is now
the prop-ert- y
of the

there and tried it,
say it is perfectly

lime.

A. M. T.

sub-
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U S. Tipton has his well completed,
having found sufficient
After the paper came out one
p iter at the depth of 137
feet.
week recently we were aproa
by a good citizen who said he
Mrs. W. A. Coe is at home
believed an article in this paper again, after spending several
had reference to him.
We an- weeks in the city.
swered his gri .vanee merely by Edgar
Watson returned home
telling him a story we once beard last week from
Globe where he
and here it is: "A congregation has been for the past two
years.
of negroes were being addressed He left Roswell Saturday.
by their pastor and in the course
Now that C. 8. Brown has
of his remarks he stated that a
man in his congregatiou was gathered his crop, he is very
guilty of robbing a neighbor's busy in town, as he has taken
chicken roost, and he would at the contract to repaper and paint
once throw a brick at the guilty several houses.
party. And as he aimed the
Mr. Stuart has returned from
brick, every negro in the church his trapping expedition, and will
Mr. Geo. Kimple is back from was seeking refuge under his have an overcoat made from
seat." Downs, (Kansas) Times. coyote skins.
the east.
-

.

........
hours.
I aiHIl,
m.
m. and 7:00, Sunday school 9:46 a Leagues,
Senior and Junior
dinner Sunday an.l in the after
Sunday Aftennoon at 8:00 and
,n ..vi.k.
Iini.v s,.,,-,- ,,
4- - 00.
noun Mr. Brown took the crowd
welAll strangers will iind a
Prayer Service every Wednesfor a band car ride.
come at all of these services.
evening.
day
Young Mens Institute Friday
Mr. J. H. Crumb of El berta evenings,
You
are invited to attend any
RnouM.
the
Club
at
or all of these services.
Canada bought Alva PenningGeo. H. Givan, Pastor.
ton's Ranch east of Dog Canon
Presbyterian Church.
this week and will move onto it
Sun dav school 10 a. hi.
W. R. EI0S0N,
Preaching at 11 a. M. ami 7:30 HENRY J. ANDERSON,
away.
right
Vie Pridnt
last
We had good services
Prildnt.
Mr. W.S. Elison of the lower Sunday. You are invited to
your
valley brought in a fine load of come again and
pumpkins. 80 we are eating friends.
pumpkin pies now.
Baptist Church.

j;

--

M.

I

ASSOCIATION

and will make the season at the
barns of the
Alamogordo Improvement
Company.
Terms:
20 to insure ; $10 cash
and $10 in 6 months.

OCALTEMS

16oz to the p.uud
Grocery.

Tros

at Hughes

Bernice Kidd, of El Paso,
is
visiting
in town today.
Frank Beach and wife were at
Tom Murphy was up to Carri-zuzLa Uz, on ft hunting trip, Tueson business, Monday.
dayDr. J. W.Long was down from
18x14 tent for sale cheap, furTularnsa,
yesterday, on business.
nished or unfurnished. Apply to
48t.f.
Allen Tierce.
A. K. Goaks from Tularosa
made
this town a business call
Pried fr jits of all kinds of the
I
It
yesterday.
tin- -t quaiuy ai nugnes grocery.
(jvt them a trial.
Another business caller in
Mrs. I. R. Cox and daughter, town from Tularosa, yesterday,
Mrs. Dunn, of La Luz, transacted was Father Megenn.
business in Alamo, Tuesday .
Miss Llewellyn Sutton visited
her
friend, Miss Louise Bemus,
Miss Anna Haggquist, of Min
and Sunday.
""'day
neaH'8, Minn., is expected to
Some men belong to every
arrive here Friday for a visit
society in the neighborhood but
with relatives.
the society of their home.
G. T. Herbert, cf the machin
Miss Lucile McKae will favor
ery department of the Fairbanks,
in
was
the
Denver,
of
Christian Church with a solo
&
Morse
C.,
Sunday,
yesterday,
business,
at the evening services.
on
Alamo
While Mrs. Taggart is absent J. A. Milstead was up and
from the Alcazar, on account of looked over the improvements
lickness, Miss Lucile McKae will being made at UihrolU, Monday.
present the illustrated songs.
Ladies aid of the Grace M K
A Head, the Jefferson Iowa,
hanker, who has been enjoying a meet at the home of Victor
few weeks sojourn at this place, Shurtz, on Tenth street this
left for Albuquerque yesterday. afternoon.
of a gun was left Mrs. Benj- Apel's parents Fred
The fore-arat the News office, Friday, which Scholl and wife, with their childwas found near Dog Cañón. ren, from Fall City, Neb., are
Owner can have same by calling visiting here.
here.
J. T. David, of Mc Donald Kan
joined his wife and son here
sas,
towards
If music has its charms
where thev are going
Saturday,
soothing and calming the savagf,
this winter.
remain
to
surely that is the reason an
orass band is generally to
Mrs. H. S- Evans and her
s
hifound around a
mother. Mrs J- S- Falsom, are
neck.
making a three week's visit at
The Holmes Dry Cleaning es- Bay wood. New Mexico.
tablishment has been moveil inIf a man thinks a great deal of
to the old Atlantic I'ressinz his wife, he gets lots of nice
Club's roi.nis. Various repairs things for her, when she is sick,
have bemt made and the new which he eats himself.
rooms present a very cozy
The Baptist collage basketball
girls are said to look just tine in
Mis Cynthia Stoneman started their new suits, which are of
for home at G:ilax, Vu., Tues- black with red trimmings.
e
day. Sin went to El Paso fur a
The Baptist ladies will
day's slay and there (Mended dinner ami supper on
ge directly to her home. The
80th. In the building
young lady had been here for three doors south of the Alamo-gord- o
nineteen months-MrsHotel.
Tool I'lttmail, Of Helen,
Lindsey, of Denver, wa
T.
J.
N. M., has been visiting her here until Wednesday of this
mother, Mr. L Bdraiston, a id week when he left for Amorilla
friends lure for several days. N M. He i making these places
di return home with business vwlti
Mrs.
and remain al Hedaughter
her
Residence property, including
f
r the winter.
len.
ot, in a desirable location,
Beginning with this evening, for sa'e very cheap if taken at
the uae of the new films at the unce. Fr further particulars
will be eammenfed. pnquire at the News office. 47t
Alcazir
A. Fribley, proprietor of
Thev Dromise to be of a charac'er to w t the people here, so it the Cash Meat Market, selects
would be well f"r all to turn "ut and buys his own fat cattle and
hogs and superintends bis own
and see the change.
butchering; Write him if you
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Miller,
have fat rattle or hog to sell. 4(5
who have spent the summer in
J. N. HuShey is retiring from
Kureka, Suuth Dakota, have rebusiness and very much
active
turned to their boma on Ohio
to close up a'l accounts
Irishes
Ave., and are entertaining Mr.
Those Who are indebthim
and aU.. due
It's mother and
respectfully askare
him
hid brother Sam, who is to re- ed to
a settement.
make
and
call
to
ed
main fot the winter.
You don't have to go to war to
Government Inspector line. be patriotic.
Improve your
uf Oarrisoso, recently eiamine j
uplioid your town, enlocalily,
Mrs. B. L Reynold's herd of 28
large its interest, and lend a
cows and found them all tobe in hand in nrosress. and yon are a
the healthiest condition possible-Mrs- . patriot a lover of your country
li s dairy farm is located as truly as the soldier,
who
six miles south of Alaiuogor.io
musket.
his
shoulders
and the examination lasted for
J.Q.Grant has just added a
three days.
fine new Spaulding three seat
his
us
Mr. Woolpert informs that
buggy to be Ufted on his stage line
Dr. Wells, after visit- - to clouderoft. This is equipted
ing other portions of the south- - wth a top and side curtains to be
west, has finally got to Alamo-- 1 u8e,i n cae of a storm, so it will
gordo, and in letters from tiiere be possible for his patrons to go
states that it is the most delight-fu- l with the assuranfce of both a fine
place he has yet found. lkaska, trip and absolute protection from
( Mich. , ) Leader. Dr. Wells any exremes of weather which
is at present located at the Hotel might come.
Alamogordo and soon expects to Mrs. H. W. JJngles was the en
have Mrs. Wells with hi in.
tertainer of the Wednesday
Editor L. L. Klinefelter of the Bridge Club this week. A proObar Progress, is credited with gram of the usual nature followthe following boost for dry farm- ed, Mrs. Warren receiving first
ing that is to be adopted as a prize Mrs. Wolfinger second and
western slogau: "Proper culti- Mrs. Bryan the reward given by
vation equals irrigation minus Mrs. Warren. A "Dutch Lunch"
tribulation." Says the New was then partaken of which was
Mexican, "Dry farming isn't said to have been very fine in
quite as easy as that sounds, but fact, proving Mrs. Ungles to be
if the slogan helps to reclaim the a verv capable hostess. The club
dry mesas of New Mexico, Editor will not meet again until after
Klinefelter deaerves a monument Thanksgiving when Mrs. Warren
will entertain.
nevertheless."
Miss

i

It is

The Time o Chanae from Low to
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Jus Now when

HluH SHOES
we cali y our attention to the many
new styles we are showing in the

Celebrated

A.

-

m

-

bull-dog'-

-

-

-

se-v-

Tuesday-Novembe-

.

.

;

FOR
LADIES

3. SO and $4.00
The same grade ii) any other shoe
r-r-lce

Sold only

would cost at least $5.

What you want when you want 20
21
it at Hughes Grocery.

THE PRINCE STORE
100 Pieces,

TALESMEN

r.

WHITE ami GOLD INITIAL CHINA is the newest
and most exclusive creation in dinnerware. It is

-

The Ideal Christmas Gift

1

Orders for
plan mase it easy for you to buy.
for
delivery
iece
at any
or (juantity accepted
any
My

i

-

time.

.

Orders for Xmas Delivery
should be placed at once
You

"
"

14, Lincoln Co,
The Alamogordo correspon- 1 John Lee (jr.) Pet.
" 15,
P. P. Jonefc
2
dence of the El Paso Herald, 3 Cham I) lov-- r " S
"
..
Baid : most persistent reports are
p jonngon '
14
circulating to the effect that the 5 cieve Saunders, Toga'n, Quay Co.
Golden State Limited will soon 6 Wilbur Mullinax, Prair. View "
be operated as far east as New ? Cabel Chenanlt, Tucumcari
rnoeoe WBinne.
Yrrk thn. ,fc,nr - rn.at t
coast train- The chair car will
I'HTIT JURORS IT. S. COURT
be taken off the t rain about the 1 Lorenzo Garcia, La Luz Canos
middle or latter part of Novem- 2 C. A. Garrett, Alamogrdo
3 Miguel Valdez, Three Riv., Otere
Paso & Southber, and the
C.J. Pillow, Tucumcari, Quay Co,
4
western officials are making an
5 V. E. McNeil, Nora Vista, "
effort to have the tourist Pull"
6 J. A. Keetcr, Montrya,
"
man also cut out, making up the 7 J. A. Street, Tucumcari,
train f solid standard Pullmans- 8 D.E.Salloway, Nora Vista "
9 ML B.Baca, Santa Rosa, Guad. Co.
There is also talk of an addition
.kusdv sonant,
Paso and
al train between
11 lom iewis, Cuero,
Chicago, to be put on about the 12 Wm. S. Fluitt, Los Tarros "
time the change in the makeup 13 A. W. Wiest. Cuervo,
of the Golden State Limited is 14 Liberato Baca, Santa Rosa "
made. The remarkable improve 15 Ramon Casaus, Anton Chico
C.H.Thornton.Pct. 15 Line. Co.
ment in the roadway of the E.P. 16
17 Fiarlo Gonzales, W. Oaks, "
& S. W. has largely been res- 18 Larry Dow, Lincoln County
ponsible for this heavy increase 119 G. W. Hughes, Pet. 14,
8, "
in travel It is possible now, not 10 Elmer Lindsey "
only to maintain present passen- 21 Jesse Van Winkle " 3, "'
Sanders " 15,
ger train schedules, but to make 22 DavidRomer,
Lincoln county
23 Jose
even faster time.
24 A. J. James, Pet., Lincoln county
talesmen:
If its something to eat Get 1 Albino Romer, White Onks
2 VV. H. Fisher, Capitán, Line. co.
it at Hughes Grocery.

Dollars

100

a list of the

19 Steph. T. Fazier,
Leopold Sanches, Cuerro,
Geo. H. Baldwin, Los Torres

at

i

vr

now come

1

seen this beautiful china in the window,
and inspect it closely.

in

HAND PAINTED ON HAVILAND

HE, 4
EVG

S. EVANS

2Y
1

--

BLANKS.

YTH1NG IN J 5WELOY

Reputation For Reliability..
The hunt valuable

ass--

t

in

TO KANSAS

In VoticttMltl vouf rescrip'ion business we refer you to the
They know. It's
Medical Profeiwion as to our reliability.
tbctr duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.
Le us fill your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

On Th

1

1

Corn

'

1

1

Feed Store
The Cash stocked
is now well

witr)

Grain, Mill Feed, Flour, Meal,
Garden and Field Seed
Our Prices will interest you trjese hard

times. Gods first class. Satisfaction

'w guarantee.

Stepp& Murrellziii?
HetWMIl

N"1"

York and

Avt-i- .

WW

3 Miles B. May, Nogal,
4 A. Naves, Pet. 14
5 T.H.Zintgraff, S. Rosa, Guad. co.
6 J. W. Horseley, Los Tarros

CITY.

Miss Jonnie Murphy, sister of
Mrs. J. R. Gilbert, left Thursday
night for Kansas City where she
expects to complete a course in
optics. Miss Murphy attended,
the California University at Los
Angeles last winter, and with
this coarse at the Kansas City
Oillege she will be ready to prac- tice her profession, examining
tnd treating eyes and fitting eye
rlasses.
Miss Murphy is a very bright
young lady and we bespeak for
her much success in her chosen

any Drug Store.

r

i

-

5

We are giving below

DAI.TON

ALICE

MISS

Last Thursday morning at 7 jurors both U. S. Grand and Petit,
o'clock, Miss Alice Dalton died for the session of court starting on
Monday next.
t the home of her sister, Mrs
V. S. GRAND JURORS
Alfred Cooley. after several 1 Frank Palcne, Alamogordo
Deceased was 2 S. Price.
week's illness.
from Boston and came to Alamo-gord- o 3 B. L. Williams,
several weeks ago to spend 4 Mart Goodin, Pct.lv. Lincoln Co.
5 Isaac Wingheld "12,
the winter with her sister. Al- 6 Geo. L. Ulnck " 14,
" 14.
though not feeling real well 7 John Lee
when she arrived, it did not 8 George Queen, White Oaks "
"
9 Abel Miravel, R a loso,
seem anything serious until tyCo.
Madlev,
Quay
Montrva
10
C.H.
phoid developed when conditions
11 W. B. Jarreil, Tucumcari "
continually grew worse and death 12 L. D.Johnson, Cameron "
The remains, 13 j.
finally resulted.
Smith, Tucumcari
were shipped on the loth to her 14 Geo. Walker, Montrya
home in the east and were ac- 15 S. C. Hunt,
16 A. H. Long, Cuero, Guad Co.
companied by a brother and
17 Albino Padilla, Autm Chico "
18 Walter W Nichols, Los. Tarros"

j

7

Cons. Heudren, Montrya, Quay

8 Thad. Renntngton, Nara Visa "
k
9 Jas. MeGowan, Tucumcari,
10 Victor E. Yesslcr Nara Visa
Miguel Dominquez, Alamogordo
12 Lee Glasscock, La Luz, Otero

n

DEER HUNTING

AT NIGHT.

About three weeks ago the
writer was the forunate witness
to one of the most delightful
happenings of a jolly hunting
party in the Capitans. That is
to say part of it was witnessed
profession. Advertiser.
early in the evening and the balance after the writer had awoke
College Notes.
in the morning to assume his
Last Friday afternoon a splen-- ; regUlar duties as guide to the
did program was rendered. It bear dens. While it may not be
was somewhat of a humorous ' exactly proper to advise the
turn. Gpal Berryman's prophecy public of this remarkable epi- was especially enjoyed.
sode, yet it is too good to keep.
Monday a game of basketball
A bout nine o'clock one evening
was played" between the high one Gf the boys in the camp spoke
school and college boys. This was 0f "stalking" deer at night,
the first game most of the college great interest w as shown in this
boys had ever played or ever new system by one of Carrizozos
seen, however both sides played young legal "lights" and also by
fair hall. The score was twelve I a member of the present Grand'
to six in favor of the high school. Jury, who were camped nearby.
Tuesday another game was play-- After vainly endeavoring to
ed the college scored, two high secure one 'f our party to accom-schoone. Dundee.
Ipany them they decided that
they would go it alone. Securing
One step won't take you very tie necessary paraphenalia they
far you've got to keep on walk-- ; made a bold start and after
ing; one word won't tell folks walking about eight miles. The
what you are you've got to keep Judge Baid: "Why Paul, this is
on talking; one inch won't make a good tree let us place the lantyon very tall you've got to keep ern where the deer can get a
on growing; one little "ad" good look at," and the Judge
won't do it all you've got to preceded to hang the lantern on
keep 'em going.
one of the upermost branches and
then descended to await results,
all the old stories and jokes,
long forgotten by most people
were resurrected and told to each
other and many were the little
trips made to the creek for a
"chaser." About five "G M"
they decided that "Deer HuntFOR THE TREATMENT OE
ing st Night time" was not much
Pulmonary mí Laryngeal more ol a proposition man a
"8nipe Hunt" For the, fell
Tuberculosis,
jou might ask them
Primary and Suitable Cases. about it. Southwestern
Individual Cottages.
First-clas- s
Cuisine.
j

1

ol

'

son-in-la-

-Ka-

Alafno

Cottage

P

Sanatorium

par-tieula-

Trained Nurses.

H. N.

OLD

CATE, M. D. Five

PAPERS

cents a bundle.
gordo News.
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For Sale.
Alamo-

Pretty Millinery

DELICACY

OUT

SEASON

OF

Farmer Absolutely Unable I
stand the Possibility
Ice In July.

EASY

Under
Of

Lint

We are to accustomed to having
things "out of season," and especially
to tbo cutting and storing of Ice for
use la the summer, that It Is hard to
put ourselves in the place of the aim
pie old farmer told of by a writer In
WOMAN.
the Toledo Hlade.
In the summer of 1000 a party of
surveyors was working through tho
Htatf of Arkansas, surveying and lo
cating the Midland Valley road. OM
day the surveying corps stopped at a
.;. 1.1 an he f 'un I Hi farmhouse and shouted for the farmer
THI.N:
tuly liutier-Imli- l
man than !
The Arkansan came out. and thr
Roncl
surveyors asked hltn if they could get
"Wlirthrr Ktinne. In the troplm or rhllle.l a drink.
' Certainly, boys." be said.
give
at the polr
If woman lie there there In happlr....'
you the best I've got. and the best l'e
M". re
got is buttermilk."
roaebml net with little wtllfnl IMTM
That will be fine." the surveyors
SSSjM
r
t
Knghnh
make
air
"we. an
-- aid. and the old farmer gave each of
Tennvaon.
she''
the gang a glass of buttermilk.
It's mighty good." said one of the
Sweet Pick ltd Peaches.
by scalding and surveyors to Mrljoud
Pare 'he
rubbing off the skin; do not removo
Yes. Indeed." McLoud replied, but
'ho stones Put one pint of vlnegur It would be better If we bad some Ire
and four pound.' of sugar on to boil
to put in it."
Divide the following spices after
Turning to the farmer. McLoud
ti:ii'cl Into four parts, tie tightly said. "Have you any in ?"
in a lit Mr run: lin and add to the hot
"Ice:" shouted the farmer, tugging
inK.ir: one teas oonful of gro ind at his whiskers,
lie' Who
clOTM, two toaspoonfuls each of all
heard of ice in July?" Youth's '

4BINET
AhjfiZ37KibTSHnWn

vT K

Mir

V

CARUTL

to k

atrrwtng

In

ami mil

Thy way
ti, g
lr.il. 1at It rom
nhont
That whrn tlioti nlmlt depart.
N.i low. hunting tunan
bf found to
Tin- -

Bay.
erorM

MM
But mak'

TIM aWSM

ponrer ulnce thou wrnt'it

fair anil
! I.iv, ..ni. .1ul ahall
wr-r--

"pri-at- !

about
Whm 1'ath iinl.'. ks the itoor and Me
thee out
-- Alle Carey.

-
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JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
are three leading shapes, shown in many modifications and
THERE upon which millinery for the
winter season is manly
A single example of each one is shown In our
illustrations There
hr'"- a"" there is the smart and
ohio"re thT,slde :'m' ,h0 bruk rnI1
roiind nt r turban' Thp first s,?lp
"L
much widened
and crown more or less heightened becomes the picture Tim
hat. The back roll
orini is shown in hats of medium size and the turban is developed bv heightening the crown into the "Cossack" and even into the "drum major"
sty'es
At the very first slance the hats pictured appeal to us as more
a.id more becoming than anything we have had for several seasons beautiful
past A
closer study convinces us that our first impression is
The shape
In the first place, fits the head as easily as a man's hat. correct.
They do no envelope
us, fairly concealing the face, nor are they perched
precariously
top of
the head, as if about to take advantage of their wings to By away.' on
This good
lit makes the wobbly hat a thing of the past, and once pro"perly adjusted
and
pinned to p ace. we can be reasonably sure that they will not
slip into an
undignified if not rakish looking pose.
The trimming for each of these hats is well chosen and
substantial to
begin with, elegant and beautiful to end with. In No.
the velvet covered
hat has a brim upturned In the back and what is known
as
edge in front and sides. The shape is of plain velvet. It is drapedthe "collar
vet (the light Paon silk variety) and trimmed with natural wing3 with vel
These
will stand any amount of wear and are to be had in all colors. A
band ornament of gunmetal or other beads finishes the decoration. In addition
fitting well, this hat fulfills all the requirements of good millinery when it to
is
well made. It affords a protection to the head and eyes and it is more
than
becoming
it is really flattering
It is said that the test of perfection in
millinery is this: the wearer should look better with than without her hat
In more than nine cases out of ten this model will be found to stand the test
A very elegast model is shown in No. 2. It is of fine heaver
felt
trimming of shirred ribbon and a wreath of roses. The ribbon is shirredwith
on
light wires and cleverly draped over the crown. The
is of roses
made of a very high luster silk and velvet having a metallic appearance.
They are shaded in tones to harmonize with the hat. Every winter we find
flowers growing more popular as a trimming for cold weather headwear.
They are fashioned to look as if meant for wintry weather and if chosen for
dress hats will prove worthy the happy greeting they have received from
women.
Although not as desirable as natural wings and quills, they will
last a season out. This hat is especially fine in the catawba shades and in
bronze browns and olive green.
A pretty Paris turban in which the designer has deigned to take note of
serviceability as well as beauty is shown in No. 3. There are draped
of many kinds to choose from. This one has a crown of Dresden silk
in which a fascinating play of color is introduced. The brim or coronet is
made of velvet which terminates at the left in an irregular rosette or chou
A big cahochon of Jet forms a gide decoration. One may have an additional
aigrette or fancy feather. The silk fiber grasses are graceful and a satisfactory substitute where there Is an objection to the aigrette. This turban
admits of almost any variety of feather trimming at the side and nothing is
handsomer than three ostrich half plumes. Unless a good quality is used,
iiowever, a fancy feather is to be preferred.
She who chooses any one of the three hats shown here may rest assured
that there is nothing better in the line of practical and elegant millinery.
The picture hat and the distinctly tailored hat are not of this kind and
require separate description.
s

1

semi-wreat-

tur-(ban- s

FOR AUTUMN

GARNITURES

IN

TWO

FORMS

Seed Pearls Worked Upon Chiffon or
Insertion Valenciennes Lace
Is Liked.
One of the very newest garnitures
consists of seed pearls, pearl beads
and tiny clear beads worked upon
chiffon
or insertion. The
is 10 a yard and one of trie
pearl collars costs no less than 16.
Its richness cannot be appreciated until one sees the material itself. The
smallest clear beads Imaginable are
used on milky white chiffon, there being Just enough glitter to make the
trimming very rich In appearance.
Valenciennes lace again comes to
the fore in trimming of satin
In many instances it Is slightly
gathered, especially where there are
loops and graceful curves. The material is cut from beneath and this
softens the skirt very much. Many
lace pieces are used on the corsage to
define more closely
the cuirass
bodice, which is a handsome feature
of the season's best dresses.
all-ov-

'"'

Of black silk, lined with black velvet, and turned up at the back. Soft
crown of fine black net.

Three Popular Blues.
Just now three blues that are most
prominent aro the deep marine shade,
a brighter Prussian blue and a lovely
color called lapislázuli, after the stone
of that name. It is full early yet to
think of the summer exodus, nevertheless the milliners are preparing for
the departure of those birds of pas
safe who come and go with startling
abruptness In these restless days, and
tare selling traveling headgear of various descriptions.

over-skirt-

The Leather Belt.
to notes from Parla, the
simple leather belt Is going to come
Into Its own again, as soon as ever
there la visible a waist lino which It
may Indos.
According

rotting Embroidered Linens.
Have the Ironing table covered with
a heavy flannel, then a white cover-In- ,
not too coarse, as the prints of
the threads will be Keen on the linen
tvhpn IrnllAfl
C.i IK...
tu iii-hu- nnvAMlon
tilín.. orr
luiruugi
are smooth and well secured. When
read" to Iron lay the dolly on wrong
side up. use a heavy moderately hot
Iron and Iron always with the thread
of linen. Push the Iron from you
when possible and iron from edge to
edge. This keeps the doily straight
and ironing on a padded board makes
the pattern stand out. in ironing
round pieces iron from the center out.
carefully following the threads and
see that no fullness is given. Those
pieces with lace edges, the centers
should be ironed first and the lace always Ironed on the wrong side.
Where the center has open work or
drawn work, stretch with the fingers
gently until of the original size, then
carefully iron it so. Roll doilies or
sideboard cloths on pasteboard mailing tubes as they will then be without
fold or wrinkle.
Pickling Time.
This Is the time of the year when
the spicy odors from the laboratories
of our cóoks greet our nostrils
and
thrill us with delightful anticipations.
There are pickles and pickles, but no
housewife considers her store complete without the
pickled
cucumbers, the sweet pickled peaches
and pears and a few bottles of catsup.
To be successful in any kind of fruit
preserving it is necessary that the
fruit be fresh and firm, all Jars should
be thoroughly sterilized and tile results will then be satisfactory if the
recipe is carefully followed.
For catsup or canning, tomatoes
should be gathered in August as later
In the season they lose their flavor
and firmness.

By

SHAPE

Is

j

Honey Vinegar,
Add a pr jnd and a half of strained
honey to a gallon of water. Keep in
a warm place for a few months and
you will have vinegar that will be

Mrs. Henpeck Did you over h"ur of
anything worse than a man whfl
who smokes la tho bouse
Mr Heapeck Tm. Asmoking
Ask me another!
i

Rough on RatB.unooatableextfrD.
,r
Rough on Hen Lie. Nest Powdi
Rough on Bedbugs, Powder or Lea
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid
Rough on Roaches. Pow'4. 15c j.i,, ,i
Rough on Moth and Ants. Pnwib r
Rough on Skeetera. agrees hie law
E. 8. Well. Chemist. Jersey City, H j
i

.

Ti

-

I

Sacral of Haaplnaas.
have lived to know that the
secret of human happiness at
Never suffer your energies t,,
nate The old adage o? "too m
Irons in the fire" conveys an aai
you cannot hav too many
tongs and all keep them foti
I

be-in-

Adam

w

Mad CtUIMMB,

one-hal-

teaspoon-fil-

f

l

mace, one half ounce of
cincor root. When tho mixture Is hot
44 'ho pMefcM (MVN
pounds of
hem and cook until thoroughly scaldwi
Put the peaches In a stone Jar
and pour over the vinegar. The next
day reheat the vinegar and pour again
yer the peaches. They may then be
overed and set away for winter use.
of

-

Stuffed Eggs.
Thi makes a nice luncheon dish:
Cut four hard cooked eggs in halves.
crOMWtet; remove tho yolks, mash
and add two tahlespoonfuls of grated
cheeso. one teaspOOBfnl
of vinegar,
of a teaspoonful of mustard, salt and cayenne to taste. Add
enough melted butter to make the
mixture of the right consistency to
shape. Make in balls and refill the
whites. Arranii" In a serving dish,
pour around one cupful of white sauce
and serve.
one-fourt-

Entire Wheat. Nut and Flour Bread.
Take two cupluls of scalded milk.
three tahlespoonfuls of sugar, one
spoonful of shortening, one
of salt,
of a cupful
of lukewarm water, in which a yeast
cake has been dissolved. Add three
and
cupfuls of entire wheat
flour and two and
cupfuls of white flour. At the second
kneading, add one cupful of walnuts.

ta-b- l.

one-fourt-

one-fourt- h

three-fourth-

s

UK creation of a Joyous, harmoni
ous, altruistic home. Is a work
enough to win an anK from her
harp or u monarch from Ills throne." E.
l

B. Harbert.
nice for salads and ordinary table
Household Hints.
uses.
Use a diluted solution of oxalic acid
Use a whisk broom to sprinkle the to remove fruit stains from the hands.
clothes, there are then no very wet Get a few crystals and put Into a
spots.
small bottle, fill with water and add
water as it is used. It will last for
years and works like a charm.
To remove rust from clothing, wring
out of water and rub on a little of
the acid: then put on a bit of salt and
JJJLACK nf the Loaf Is the Snowy place in the hot sun. Rinse well, rubFlour
bing the place to remove all of the
And back of the Flour, the Mill
And hack of the Mill is the Wheat and acid.
Wash eggs as soon as they come
the Shower
And the Sun and the Father's will.
from the market and then the shells
-- Malthie Babcock.
may be used in clearing coffee and
soup.
How to Judge Flour.
Core apples before paring and there
The old expression: "The proof of is less danger of their breaking.
the pudding is In the eating," may be
Save scraps of soap, melt with a litwell applied to flours, as a poor flour tle soft water, cook until smooth, stir
can not be made into good food.
in corn or oat meal and turn into a
For the ordinary, every-damold.
housekeeping the bread flour seems all that
Try common glue to enrich the soil
Is necessary. The whitest flour is by of your ferns.
no means the best. Choose a flour
Wrap everything odorous, as fish,
with a creamy color, that falls away corned beef, etc.. In cloths wrung out
when squeezed In the hand. The of cold water. Wrap fruit in paraffin
creamy flour is more nutritious as it paper; it keeps math longer, then
contains the gluten which Is an Impor- place In the refrigerator.
tant part of the wheat, high In nutri
Make small holders to use about the
tive value.
range, of the legs of hose stitched
To test the amount of gluten In flour once or twice across to quilt them.
tie a few tahlespoonfuls of flour in a They are thick enough to protect the
thin piece of muslin, hold it under the hand and thlr. enough to grasp the
tap and wash it until all the starch is smallest utenslV
When potatoes turn dark In cookremoved. A yellowish substance, elastic In appearance, will remain; that is ing, add a little milk to the water In
the gluten. The gluten In flour being which they are cooked
Add chopped chives to cream cheese
elastic, expands by the heat, and hold
lng the gas given off by the yeast, and if it Is left to ripen for a day the
makes light, tender bread. Flour must cheese will be well flavored.
A vanilla bean kept In a box of
contain a certain amount of thin glusugar, will impart a delicate flavor to
ten to be good for bread making.
Pastry flour which Is used for cakes the sugar.
does not require the gluten, bo this la
Venison Jolly.
removed, leaving a very white flour.
peck of stemmed and
one
Put
Wben a little is squeezed In the hand,
and the hand then opened, the lie ir washed grapes into a preserving keth
holds the shape of the hand instead of tle with one quart of vinegar and
cupful each of whole cloves and
falling away as does the gluten flour.
stick cinnamon, cook until the grapes
Whole wheat flour lg prepared by are soft. Strain through
a double
especial
milling process in which cheesecloth or jelly bag.
an
Boll the Juice
the whole grain Is used, only the out- 20 minutes then add
pounds of hot
er husks being removed. Good bread sugar. Cook three to six
Ave minutes and
Is one of the most Important of our
turn Into glasses. This is very fine to
iooos ana it snouia be the aim of serve with other roasts
besides venievery housekeeper to make, or cause son.
to be made, good bread. For one
thing, we need our standard raised in
regard to bread. White bread may
match the tablecloth, but It la not as
wholesome as the creamy colored
Willing to Obliga tho Lady.
breads. A perfect loaf should be
He arose In the crowded alale.
shapely, with a light brown crust, fine"I couldn't think of depriving you of
grained, every crumb showing, that it your seat," she sweetly
said. "Pray
has risen evenly and of good flavor.
keep it."
Good bread resulta are obtained
He sat down again.
only by care and attention and most
"Vary well. If you Insist upon it,
cooks appreciate the importance of ma'am," he said in a
having good bread. By practice and "But I've already been resigned voice.
carrltd oj mm
care any one may be successful
street."
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Seemed Imminent Scalp Was Very
Scaly and Hair Came Out by Handful
Scalp Now Clear and

is the

New Hair Grown by Cuticura.
"About two years ago I was troubled
my head being scaly.
Shortly
after that I had an a tack of typhoid
fever and I was out of the hospital
possibly two months when I first no- tlced the loss of hair, my scalp being
still scaly. I started to use dandruff
cures to no effect whatever. I had

'

With

actually lost hope of saving any hair
at all. I could brush It off my coat
by tho handful.
I was afraid to comb
It. But after using two cakes of Cuticura Soap and nearly a box of Cuti-evrOintment, the change was surMy scalp is now clear and
prising.
healthy as could be and my hair thick- er than ever, whereas I had my mind
made up to be bald. W. F. Steese. E812
Broad St.. Pittsburg, Penn., May 7 and

perfectly

balanced

'

human

food

Caloa for four labia in the FamUj

s..-

a

21. 1908."
Potter Ung

a

Ctaem. Corp.. Sol

Prop,,

Death from Sting of Poisonous Flies.
Three persons died recently at
Marseilles after having been stung by
poisonous flies. Several streets are
infested by the insects, which are
said to have been brought to Marseilles in a cargo of South American
wool. Echo de Paris.

Conclusive.
Tommy, why don't you
Frank any more? I thought
such good chums.
We was, but he's a mollycoddle!
He paid to get inter ther
ball grounds.

Mother
play with
you were
Tommy

A Rara Good Thing.
"Am using Allen's
and can
truly say 1 would not have ben without
It to long, had I known the relief it would
give my aching feet. I think it A rare good
thing for anyone having sore or tired feet.
Mrs. Matilda Holtwert. Providence K
I." Sold by all Drugir'sts, Mo. Ask
Foot-Eas-

Wholesale and Retail.
"What business did you say Miss
Gaddie was in?"
"Oh, she's in everybody's business."
"Wholesale, eh?"
"Yes, except when It comes to a bit
of scandal. She retails that."
Don't think Wrigley's Spearmint Is
It gives you
an appetite besides.
only good for indigestion.

A young widow can make a man believe he is making love to her. when
In reality she is making love to him.

BE JtHT TO VOI
aat keep well It poulMe. CheekK.SKLF
that roo.n with
the harmlrM and eftii leol remedj. Allen l.oim
Balum. aBesaaBM
jOcnall.(boUler

ROLL IT UNDER

YOUR TONGUE!

Hie flavor asís I You carii
chevi it out-ih- e
delicious
juice of real crushed mint
leaves. Fine for ieeih!
Fine for digesf ion!
prPKia r.iiM
r w - rt
Look Pgr tne apear

--

i

Any dealer offering substitutes

when Alabastine is called for, either
is not posted or is trying
to deceive you for his
own personal gain.

.

The girl who Is quick to find fault
Is very apt to get left at the post in
the matrimonial race.

In this event,
remember the

P!eaaiit Pellets muíate and
iiuwaeh. lUer and bowels.
udt granule, easj to tala as candy.

you are boss;

Dr. Pierre

Red Cross and

tnrta-orat- e

Saaar-cuaie- d

forget it and
you are lost.

The silent man is more to be feared
than the garrulous chap.
Many who uaed to smoke 10e eigara are now
smoking Lei Single Binder atrai.ht 5c.

Try

it

All dealers

Some people assume that bearing is
Just as good as seeing.
0EFIANCE STARCH

eaatwat to work with an
atarcaea eluUiea eicaaa.

Food
Products

one-fourt-

RECEIVED THE ONLY

Grand Prize
HIGHEST AWARDS

At

the

Alaska-Yukon-Paci-

Exposition

fic
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CANNED MEATS

WHERE QUALITY COUNTS WE LEAD
Tour Grocer Has Them

BY.

Insist on Setting Ubby s

MoNEILL

UBBY

n

FRIED AT
from

miNG

Gossip

Mm Awful

LACT

Torture

NEW
at KWWT

Mra. Rarhal Irla. Henrietta. Tetaa.
"I wouM be uagrateful If I did

not tell what Datara

hae

Washington Wants Next Aero Carnival
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Toil at Capital Even if Taft Is Away

5lr

1HKKI-- ; is work In Washington even
á when the foreman of the shop Is
nway.
It seems almost unbelievable,
but there are Baa and women in tin
T'nited States who do not know thai
the president is absent from the capital. The list of persons who write letters to the chief executive llrm in the
cnvlctlon that be is still at his White
House desk, might be of service to
the circulating department of some
live newspaper. There is a sad need
in MOM parts of the country
of a
daily intelligencer.
Reports from th,-- road go to show-tha- t
Mr. Taft gets a dally mail en
route and that in between speeches be
give it attention.
does his
There It'W great decrease evident,
however, in the size of the mail that
comes
times a day to the
?

White House in this time of the presidí Bt'l absence.
Mr. Taft's
private
secretary. Frederick V. Carpenter, is
not taking a vacation. He ia hard at
work and with his chief at a distance
be has to decide certain problems
which would not come before him for
solution were the president at his
desk. The entire clerical force at the
White House is busy, and the only
places where the hum of industry la
unheard are in the cabinet room and
in the president's private office.
There are those who do not regard
the absence of the members of the
family as a wholly unmixed evil.
The first assistant secretaries of the
different departments act as chiefs in
the absence of their superiors in office, and it ia something even to a
man to whom vanity is a thing apart
to be able to write himself down in
truth as acting secretary of the treasury, or of war or of the navy.
This year in the capital it certainly
is a cm of when the cat's away the
unce will work. There is more activity manifest among the clerks of
the different departments than ever
before.

More Trees to Beautify the Capital

U

red oak
ben
EIGHTEENrecently
along the south

trees have

side of Pennsylvania avenue between
Fifteenth and Seventeenth streets.
Washington, with a view to the pernia-ren- t
Improvement of that prominent
thoroughfare. Ten of these large trees
will be placed in front of the state,
war and navy building and eight In
front of the treasury building. The
tldewalks at those points are wide
and at present devoid of ornament,
natural or artiSclal. They are conspicuous on account of their barrenness aa well as for their exposure to
the sun in summer and the wind in
winter.
A row of sycamore trees lines the

center of the sidewalk in front of the
White House, and rows of elms, ash
and sycamores line the opposite side
of Pennsylvania avenue between Fifteenth and Seventeenth streets. Red
o;iks were selected to complete the
planting of the boulevard usually
chosen as the "court of honor," because they were believed to be best
adapted for the purpose on account of
size, foliage nnd beauty. Many years
ago tine trees occupied the avenue
front on both the state, war and navy
building and the treasury building,
but were removed as obstructions to
the vista.
There was so much popular objection to the removal of the trees in
front of the state, war and navy building that the authorities were obliged
to resort to strategy In the matter.
I'.y the employment of a large force ot
laborers the trees were all removed
one dark night between midnight and
daybreak. Those trees formed a continuation of the row of sycamores still
standing In front of the White House.

Reads All of Congressman's Speeches

representative
the Second district of Chicago, who has been promoted to succeed
William P. Hepburn of Iowa as chairman of the house committee on interstate and foreign commerce, probably
geta hla name in the Congressional
Record more than any other member
of that body. Mr. Mann's frequent
appearance In the limelight la not the
result of any dealre on bis part to
play to the gallery, but is the natural
conaequence of his Intent study of all
pending legislation before congress,
which he indulgea partially of his own
because
Inclination and partially
Speaker Cannon has relied upon him
to do thla work.
Two years ago Mr. tlann went to
the West Indica with Speaker Cannon,
James S. Sherman,
than
naubw of the house, and sev

JAMES

Vice-Preside-

R.

MANN,

town ' In the renter of a tract
was on
of of :? aijuare mile of tha Mnoniheaf,
and for two most fertile virgin farm land In Texwhole years I was tin as farma la which are offered to
abla to go out of the homeseeker at prt. e from tw uo to
per aere on eay term
i
hntte. My bark a Ik d all the time and !..",fldown,
balance in six annual payI wan utterly weak, unable at times to
ment. Wonderfully adapted to rot-towalk without aaMatanre Th kidney
no boll weevil ever knowa
aerretloa were yery Irregular. Down's corn, alfalfa, grain, fruit, vegetable,
Kidney Pilla reatored me to good ind all the product of the farm known
health, and I am able to do aa much to thl latitude. It la the rnrulng hog
work a the average womaa, though country, nowhere ran they be matured mora cheaply, and cholera la ab
early elahty years old "
unknown In thla belt, iulck
Kemember the name rtin's. Md solutely
run to Port Worth market.
r,t rent a fea
by H dealer
Foatar
Ii' llghtful rllmat" altitude :
to
Mllburn Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.
Ml feet
not on the plains. M me of
tl " lands are covered with nteqult
HE WOULDN'T SMOKE
tree oth tb are open or mixed Deep
h oll with great variety to character rhlefly sandy loam and ehor-nlatloam with day suhaoll. Water
Will be sold !a
shallow.
Thl

n

-

hopet'il KH' h man appeared
to I,, Impressed wlib ihe energy and
ltic ill v of Ital'lii.orw and to appr.
at.- - thai
an- thoroughly In
earn'
in o r d"mand for th- meet.
Of
nnn.ir
;u repnr'd actually to
'omntli hi in sell In f.iyor of any particular rity.
peelally
of the
executive cointaltiee. and I ran readily underatand their
t,inc
to
t ike a i
position at th!a point,
' it all aave un
the utmnHt encourage-li- t
and eevn Intimated that they
would work for Ualtluiore and Washington "
Htiiill.tr reporta were made by oth-of the party, and the feeling prevail. t that i vaat amount of aoxl had
I
n ai t omplUhed by the trlalt to
Qotkaai
Xt II further evidence of
the rapid
growth of Interem in llaltlmore In
ha alo he.-- den.onatrated
In
the arrangem-iiof
bah
loon tripa from llaltlmore. and Mr.
HIHery Brfcay la preparing flights
kaj enthusiast
Mr.
lu thla auction.
Baa hey'-- flr.-i- trip of the kind, made
several days ago, was an umiualined
are ex-iiirreaa, and balloon flight
perted to become almost as iopular
as trolley ride or uutomohlle jaunta.
It la understood that a resolution)
will be Introduced In the council asking for an appropriation to help swell
he fund to advertise llaltlmore. and
whl!- - the city has no power to so ap-proprtate money. If the council pasa
favorably upon the mensure an en-- i
abllng act will
Introduced In the
'

the meantime. Paltituore
mmy
tlaa anI promise to work unremlt
i k y for the
aaaal
As a matter of fan " Mayor Ma
IkhiI aays. "we have only begun, am!
ihlle the rroi--- t
la now rosy, we
ist keep moving nnl not only retain
"iir present advantage over other
I'ies. b'lf increase It To get the
t we miiit go afr. r
It. and keep I laflalalnfa
In

'

-

e

eral other colleagues in that body.
One of the most ludicrous incidents of
that trip has just come to light.
party
When the congressional
reached San Juan, Porto Rico, it met
among other natives of the island a
deep student of American política.
When he was Introduced to Mr. Mann
he grasped him cordially by the band,
and said:
"What! Is this Jim Mann of Chicago? I am, very glad, indeed, to meet
you, and I wish to say that I have
read with interest everything you have
said in the house of representatives
during the last two years."
As his speech was made In a somewhat loud tona of voice. It reached
the ears of se.err! others in the party,
and Mr. Sheiman was seen advancing
toward the native with outstretched
hands.
"My name Is Jim Sherman of Utlca,
N. Y." be said, "and I want to meet
you myself. If you have read everything Jim Mann has said In the house
of representatives In the last two
years I am willing to bet a panamá
hat that you have been the' busiest
man la this whose island"

We know of no other mwlicinc w hich has been so suc
cessiul in relieving the suffering of women, or secured so
. Pinkham's
many genuino testimonials, as has Lydia
Vegetable Compound.
In almost every community you will find women who
have been restored t health by I.; ,'dia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Comxund. Almost even- woman you meet has
either been benefited by it, or knows some one who has.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., are files containing over one million one hundred thou:-anletters from
women seeking health, in which many openly state over
their own signatures that they have regained their health by
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has saved
many women from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is made ex
clusively from roots and herbs, and is perfectly harmless.
The reason why it i so successful is because it contains
ingredients whicn art directly upon the female organism,
restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonial-- , such
as the following prove the efficiency of this simple remedy.

i

u

Hilar aailteag or upward direct to

homekr

the
from owners, with no
nle commission
to load the prlre
to the firmer. Claar tit! I guaranteed. The great extent of thl body

avl-atlo-

a1

'

one-flitt-

:
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,

tet
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"From the aentltnen
atb? ii niti
P"
ni th" club la
.

lOt, tha
la.Murllngton

Wichita
System,
the
farm developing road in
Vmarirai will complot and commence
pusaenger ervlc on II liae from
Mtamford t Hpur, the terminal tows
n In- ken
County. Texa.

fly November
Valley Railroad

m!--r-

da'e
ae permit o'ir ardor to

I

EMPIRE

Half Mlllian Partita Aera in Naw ftv
flan Addad ta Taa Agrieultura.

aya:

Kidney Pill
done for ate. Fifteen
year kidney trouble
clung to me, my

FARMING

Kind

Man

My

boy.

aren't

you

ashamed to be teen smoking at luch a

a?

young

The Kid Aw. I ain't smoking. I'm
only keeping dls pill lit far a fallow
wots gone oo an errand.
Laundry work at home would be
much more satlafaetory If the light
Starch were ued. In order to get th"
ÉaaaMal
Mffnes. it U usually necea-sa- i
y to ue so much starch that the
aaaajtj and finenesj of the fabric is
fcld'l- n
behind a paste of varying
thii
which not only destrón Ika
a;
but also affects thevear-luquality of the goods. This trouble can be entirely overcome by uaing
DaSuaa Starch, as It can be applied
araci more thinly because of It greatliii.-ss-

er strength than other makes.
Reaching Life's Goal.
If you want to be somebody In this
world you must assert your individuality and assert It In the right dlrec
tion. so that It may lead to a goal of
honor lor yourself and be an example
for others. Find out what you ought
to do, say to yourself: "I must do It."
then begin right away with "I will do
It," and keep at It until it Is done.

-

guarantee to the flrt farmer wide
range of selection to find a home rvhu h
txaatty aults a to lay of land and
character of soil
Rtcngntxlnar the great possibilities
and wonderful future of Spur Farm
LaatfB, the State hua decided to place
.in experiment farm atntlon at Hpur.
This will he a great benefit to tha
settler In that regios showing them
by actual demonstrations on the land
what crops can be most profitably
raised: best methods of cultivation,
and asltlng In all the problems of
the farm. Thla decision wa rear' d
after a visit to the land by Judge Kd.
R. Kone, Commissioner of Agriculture,
and Dr. H H. Harrington, Director of
Kxperlmetit Station, who recognized
i. Ir unusual farming value.
Lots In Spur, Dickens County, the
terminal town, nnd Girard, in Kent
County, fourteen miles from Spur, go
ISoring
to sale on day above named.
for artesian water at Spur.
Anyone Interested can get fu'.l Information, with free illustrated booklet, from Chas. A. Jones. Manager for
S. M. Swenson c Sons, Spur, Dickens
County, Texas.

f inneaiMilis Minn.: " I vrn a irreal sufferer from female
troubles which caused a weakiics and lrok-down onititioo
ot the ftvfttetn. I read so much of what Lvdia K. fink ham's
V electable' Compound had done for other uf ferinir women, 1 felt
mi re it would help ine, and 1 must say It lid help me wonderfully. W i thin three months I was u perfectly well womaa.
"I want this letter made public to show the benefits to be
derived from Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. JobnG.Moldan, 21 1 ." Second M. North, Minneapolis, Minn.
Women who are suffering from those distressing ills
peculiar to their sex should not lose sight of these facts
or doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound to restore their health.
n

A Steady Thing.
Something had gone amiss with
Fiobbie and lie had sought the comfort
of tears. Noticing bis wet cheeks, his
mother said in a consolatory tone:
Come here, dear, and let me wipe
your eyes."
"Taiti't no use, muvver," returned
Bobbie with a little choke; i's doin'
Woman's
to cry again In a minute:"
Home Companion.

FOR

The American
l
of
the American
The
swamps Is almost exactly the same
plant as the Egyptian bulrush. It Is
Farmer's Summer Trials.
no longer used for making paper, as
"What do you find the hardest work
It once was, but from Its root la pre- connected with farming?"
pared an astringent medicine, while
"Collecting a board bill from you
Its stems, when prepared dry, are ex- city chaps when It's due!"
cellent for the manufacture of mats,
s
and the like.
Dieting.
Stella Did the doctor say you
How's This?
shouldn't eat between meals?
TT otfrr One Hundred Dolln Reward for utf
Helia Yes; so 1 Just have more
by
cured
mat
be
cannot
Cxurrh
ot
Haul
tur
Catarrh Curt.
meals.
CO., Toledo. O.
F. J. CHENEY
Cat-Tal- l.

cat-tal-

PINK EYE

DISTEMPER
CATARRHAL FEVER
AMD ALL NOSE
AND THROAT DISEASES

on
Cure the sick and act aa a prevent Ive for others. Liquid
thetontrue. Safe fur brood marea and all others. Best kidney remedy; M
cent and 11.00 a bottle : 16 00 and 110.00 the dozen. Bold by all
mod hora goods houses, or sent express paid, by the manufacturera,
ChemUU,
GOSHEN. INDIANA
SPOHN MEDICAL CO,
drug-glst-

chair-bottom-

We.
for the
orable
able to

the undenlxned. nave known F. J. t
last 15 yearn, and believe him perterrly honIn all buiinen transactions
and financially
carry o:t any obligation made by hla firm.
Walm.no. Kinnan a Marvin,

Wholesale Drums'. Toledo. O.
mil' Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, acting
direct !y upon the blood and mucous surfaces or the
system. Testimoníala sent tree, race 73 cent pes
bottle Sold by all Drum!.
Take Haa s Family filia lor const Ipatkn.

Unpleasant Encounters.
"Does Bllggins meet his obligations?"
"Frequently," answered Miss Cayenne:
"But he Invariably snubs
them.
Parental Loyalty.
"Did the father of the bride give
her away?"
"Far from It. He told the bridegroom that sbe had the disposition of
an angel."
His Feelings.
Bessie How would you feel If some
one died and left you a fortune?
Harold I'd feel sure that some one
proved that he was of unsound mind.

Instant Relief for All Eyes,
that are irritated from dust, heat, sun or
wind, PETTIT'S EYE SALVE. 25c. All

druggists or Howard Broa., Buffalo, N. Y.
Drug Store Color.
Qeraldlne My face Is my fortune.

Gerald
money.

I

can see the color ot your

But above nil don't forget this!
It'a called Spearmint because of the
pear on every package.
There is no better way of hiding
your light under a bushel than by
keeping your church letter In your
trunk.
HAVE YOU CHlXBLAINRf
If n rnn will weloame Pern rjavlft Painkiller, with
It soot bins and healtnc effect. Equally mud for rheu- maussi.lnmbaco or frost bits. In Be, Be. Utc bottles

If a man's wife cuts his hair he Is
entitled to a lot more sympathy than
he gets.

SIGK HEADACHE

'trrPositlvel
CARTERS

cured by
thesc Little Pills.

Suicide!
A cheat dealer tried to sell imitation Wrigley Spearmint to a pugilist!
Never take a mean advantage of
anyone in any transaction, and never
be hard upon people who are In your
power. Dickens.

I

ITTLE

IVER

PILLS.

They also relieve Dis
tress from Dyspepsia,
ion and Too Hearty
Ealin?. A perfect rem- leftf for Dizziness, Ñau- I 'row tilles,
Bud
Taste In the Mouth, Coat
ed Tonsue, Pain In tha

Iside,

ARE YOUR CLOTHES FADED t
Use Red Cross Ball Blue and make them
abite again. Large 2 oz. package, 5 cents

They regulate the Bowel.

TORPID LIVER.
Purely Vegetable.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

The average man thinks his bump
of generosity is at least three times as
large as It actually is.
Finest outdoor sport!
Chewing Wrigley 's Spearmint

CARTERS

gu,

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

Tou do not need one cent of capital. Experience
unneeesMry. HIT. proBt. UTSOU flTn.
Krelnht pali. Chance to wlnfSUOIngohl extra. Et.tj
man :nd woman should write me for free outrii.
Bemty aui, has. Baa.
41 BLal'S, rnillut,

Dr. Pierce' Favorite Prescription make
areadr women mtrmmg and sick women
rali, arstef úlren them freedom from palm,
mmtablimmem regularity, subdues Inflamitmation,
heals ulceration and carea témala weakness.

BK

l.i'I.lever8ere,ill.Mm.

'W .Pi

MITCHELLS

frAefKEft'S
HAIR BALSAM

glssnsis end, bssotlnss to hair.
FmnulM s lnuriiit srowlh.
Meyer Walla to Beatere oner
lu .Mi irauni v' () .
flairKSIp
disease a OUT la.., a,.
)c.cdlJUml Dniepr, "

with
tf afflicted
wa aye, am

' Eye Watt r

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

a Inflamed Eyes.

p SALVE

MAKES THE USE OF DRUGS uKltfCfcSSARYj

LA CREOLE" HAIR RESTORER.

who

WRiSLEY'S

ACertainCure for Sore.Weak

1

Bona

wmcuvi

j,

thOM Ugly, grizzly, gray hairs. UN

WW I O LEY'S . KSfi,,

T leers.I n
t Icera.Scrof alous flee rs, V arl.-ostile rs. White Swell
In lent I lrrmM ert-nrtrstSttMSf
Bj ftil SOc J .P.ALLKN.lept.A24Jt-l- '
JUaa.

--

wish beautiful, clear, white clothe
Large 2 ox.
use Red Croa Ball Blue.
package, S cents.

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

Allen's

Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter,
All correspondence strictly private and sacredly
Write without fear and without fee to World' Dispensary Medconfidential.
ical Association, R. V. Pierce, M, D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
Ii you want a book that tell all about woman' disease, and bow to cure
stamps to Dr. Pierce to pay cost of mailing
them at home, send 21 one-cetnly, and ha will send yon a free copy of his great thousand paje illustrated
edition, in paper cover.
Common Sense Medical Adviser revised,
31 stamps.
In handsome
Tree.

NO HONING

NO STROPPING

nicest,

Of the pain which many wosaci experience with every
month it make the gentleness and kindness always associated with womanhood seem to be almost a miracle.
While in general do woman rebel against what she regard a a natural necessity there is no womaa who would
sxt gladly be iree from this recurring period of pain.

If you

Off

week's
box for
CASCARETS ioc
treatment, all druggists. Biggest seller
world. Million bot es a month.

You Can Shave Yourself With

When You Think

Young man, beware of the peach
who is the apple of your eye. She may
The only way to get something for prove to be a lemon.
nothing Is to start a fight about it
Help, help your indigestion with
famous
Larwi' Single Binder, the
Wrlgley'a
Spearmint
straight 8c cigar annual sale 9,000,000.
The door of success is marked:
After breaking a $6 bill the pieces
'Push
are soon lost.

ht

Fac-Sitni- le

Don't abuse the rich; we can't all
astet to work
nrriastrr
be paupers.
w i nnwn atarchsa eloiue
vw innvw CTastru

cloth-bindin-

We tell you about how pood you'll
feel after taking a CASCARET
that millions oi people buy, use
and recommend them But that's
talk you buy a box now take aa
and get the proof
directed
me morning Alter jou tnuw
CASCARET3 you'll never be
without them.
na
ia the

40E?TT8:-- IF
I KNEW YOCR NAME, I
would end yon our fcuy sample outtu tree thievery
minute. Let me Mart you In a prottlable buni'-iea- .

Mrs. Wtnalow'a Soothing Syrup.
reduces t- Tor chllilren teethln. soften the
ausys pain, cure wasaasta, ncaoouia.

Mornings

Fiver
PILLS.

I

Smith So the will was read?
Jones Yes; but the air was blue.

Genuine Must Bear
Signature

PROOF in the

Pitea. 25

PRICE, SI.OO. retail.
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I Just What
Want

TOWNSHIP

PLAT showing
the location of your home, and

your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the
county.

The News. 1
I mmmmmmmmmM
Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES. Prop.

Now Open for Business

I.

171

Tip
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An Evolution.
Snsetta. j mi are in .tskeu about
o . :i; t . ii if the
lunx plna-e- .

to me
"It lina Ii:iiiih-iufv uftcu
tluit I HMtaM I roulil plflj Ttio uliif of
poker, iu nnlor that I ail cut injiat o'.it
ii keilliexN nt' it
to k.y flio iii' tinUDil tliereliv keep them iu tile uayrw
roe-- It Mufpa that you
roml
teach me?
Now and then I cum
acnaa a mortal taha has lost his ull
on acAfull hy bela' confronted with
four tciis
He niniirns and mourn
and I cHuu.it comfort him."
"I have occasionally nlavel a pame
iu order to scud a few dollar to the
beatlien of A, rica," I said. "Any other
object would of course lie unworthy of
our noble ealhn
"Of course We lnlior to lift up the
Can't Hlp It.
downtroilden and soothe the diacouso"You're a student of human natura."
late. Get thee down and take a ae:,t
"Tes. modestly. "
ou ine green. w ant :um teach me th
'Then tell me whv does a
game that ha-- ; broustit so much sorrow drink
to the hearts of humanity."
"Because be is thirsty, I presuma."
"No. Indeed."
Another Look at His Faca.
'Then why?"
As I descended from my wagon I g it
"Because lie is a man."
.
another look at his
Benevole
had beeu replaced by cupidity, and Iu
Unusual Labe.
a moment I was on to hi little
"1 have an Idea."
1
scheme.
went ahead, however, and
"Where did you get It V
explained the value of the cards and
"Created it."
advised with him as to the sort of
"My, you must be tired."
frozen look he must near when he had
a poor hand and wanted to bluff. Ia
fifteen minutes be was ready to experiChanca te Gat Evan.
ment I saw him Jugglln' the paste
boards like an old gambler, but I
placed my dependence on integrity
"Why don't the natives draw back
and said nothin'. After a few banda and biff him oner"
In which honors were even, ha got
what he had been sighing for and
Might Be Shown.
"Why don't you get married?'
raised the ante four or five times on
me before the draw. Wlieu I found
"I don't know how."
myself with a full house I knew that
the African heathen would have silk
PERT PARAGRAPHS
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undershirts for the summer.
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BARKING
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W A NTK l- -A n old eaUHiiahrrl
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th
in . a I
a
manager
e
"How'a HeksT" That came about this
utility tinnnciullv
reponsi h
About the luid lie of th last cen
Wiij
turv a entli man had a verj hue dog fur :wi tu '.ai m raah aapplyiMf
that h cnlleil Tr v
rlie doir was a the detiiand- - createil fi r niir pern
ureaf favorite in tin- - uelghlsirhooil. and docta, af tending; to the sa)., '..
one time w hen lie cot sick his master liveries, cullectiiiiis. idveTtiaittaj,
H distantly saluted with the iUi- - etc.. rejmrt veekly. no canvass-ing- ,
tiuit II e.v's Trix?" by snxl uis friend
we jay (jihhI salary ami
Tat who on! not know about 'he ullice expellees
; pnaitMM
permadtunb
beaat
thought
the
paaf
syaipa"Lilier-tjr- "
send
nent:
references.
layiug.
tbettt Ooe
"II iw'.
Mi'c. Assin iation, lt14 State
tricks?" and a It struck them as pretty Ruml they adopted It as part of tha street, Cbieaao,
Mawaagt.
We bone we have aucceed- d In mnklng It clear
No.

raised

him until we had a hundred bones on
the blanket, and then be called and
abowed a flush and a walloped man.
I had scarcely gathered up the long
green when he was ou top of me and
had me by the throat. For three or
four mlnutea it seemed as if vlllalnj

must triumph and virtue take a llckln'
but then I rallied and turned him over
and sat on him and chugged him and
pi united mm and batted him and swat
ted him. and when I let up on him he
was a man with no ambition left I
believe he was sayin' aomethln' as 1
lft, but I pasaed It by ana said to
myself that a good man may some
time get In a tight pinch, but that In
teajrity comes gallopin' up to put fresh
naer into his struggles.
Before goto further I wish to waru
the public that an Individual without
the fear of belli' kicked to death hv .,
mule before his eyes has put upon the
market what he calls Sister Mary'
Alleviator and I seekln' to carry the
Impression that I have gone out ot
the business of cheerin' and allevlatJn
aufl'erlu' humanity.
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When the pro
fesatonal

gam-

bler overcome
bU useleaauess.
be Immediately
gives the undertaker a Job.

IRRIGATION

FPR ALFALF.

The importance of alfalfa to
western farmers can not wel
be overestimated.
A ningle ton
of alfalfa may save the lives of
iftock by providing feed during
short periods of cold stormy
weather. A Haifa etnnot ra
celled as a preparatory crop on
oi1k that have long been unpro- dnctive. Likewisejt maintains
the fertility of noils uaturallv
rich in plant food, and if used as
a base of rotation makes posaible
I
of various
l
"
kin lo.
Notwithstanding its present
importanee and great value
farming, the profits on
the area now in alfalfa can be
greatly increased if more care
and skill he exercised in growing
it.
Perhaps the most essential conditions for the production of
are abundant sunshine, a
high summer temperature, sufficient moisture, and a rich, deep,
soil. All of these
essentiuls mn nmi.i,,..
'
' " a isi
.
injtr-ripatio-

FeedlUfeqUe

Getting what you want i a heap
easier than being satisfied with what
you get.

A woman's Idea of a good time la a
plate of fudge and aomebodv to talk
about.

;

Fine Oampéwg I irniiiui
under ciivi-r- .
llOOd 1101965 6OO0 KlgS

Good Service
Pennsylvania Ave

I.

Jerzykewski
Merchant Tailor

"MBiBBeaplaaiBaap

Quinliven Block.
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ing according- - to

Methods,
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I. allies' tinod. p pee altt
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(ood fftiarntrd

Pincham'8

Stock of

Sewing Machines
AT

Cut Prices
SEE

MENGER
ON 10th STREET

ONE

ORGAN

AT A

BARGAIN.

FOR SALE.

j

j

al-fal-

fa

tne "id regions

States, and when
t make" thp
Although alfalfa can be raeeaafolly grown
nder a wide range of soil condf- tions. yitall western land are
not equally well adapted to id
growth.
How to determine the suitabil
ity of land for growing alfalfa
under irrigation, as well as how
to prepare the land, is told in
Farmers' Bulletin 87a "Irrigation of Alfalfa," recently issued
by the United States Depart-men- t
of Agriculture. The bulletin discusses the various methods
of irrigating the crops and gives
mu-useful information in connection therewith.

uff?

Some thin
And their wav Into th
Let no one lie deceived.
funny papers that are no Joke.
Sister Mary is not my alster. She b
not a sibter to any oup else.
If selfishness were to strike In like
I have not sold out to a trust or
the measles. It would be the finish of
an
one else.
the whole human race.
Only True Allaviator.
My alleviator la the only true alienThat distant rumble Is not thunder
ator in tills world. It has cheered but the Fourth getting readv to hatch
tit eagles, flag and battered boya.
and cured it Bllllona and ll still h,
hb business.
The strong armed man ia genera 11 v a
Tut up In pfnk wrappers to lool
Ilk
straulierry lee cream, ami tht man of unquestioned veracity, '
A Juvenil Wrifgfp.
co-- k
stl. k out of the bottle half ar
Mother (an Invalidi - Elmer, whir
In the halcyon days before thev irnt did you do
Inch. o they can be drawn with thr
with
wiae Bve never was scolded by Adam bora gave you the oranee Mr. Ha
teeth.
to give to me yeater
oecauae
sue
you
If
creased hit trot
have lor o horse or a cep
day? Small Elmer-- It wa too
aoie
erookatt
take one i'
for you, mamma, so I pat some suga.
on It and ata It mypelf.-Chic- ago
Job printing at The News.
Newt,
Read the new

ads tins week
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Tailorlnp: In

f'hnlc fpttafai alppti In at nek.
Krenrh Dry l'lanli g ane Repair-

Selling out I offer my entire
stock of shoes including harnea
saddles and shoes until closed
out at least 20 per cent below
regular price.
Men's shoes reg. 5.00 now 4.00.
Men's shoes reg. 4.00 now 8.00.
Men's shoes reg. 3 60 now 2.75.
Men's shoes reg. 8.00 now 2.26.
Men's shoes reg. 2.50. now 2.00.
Men's shoes reg. 2.00 now 1.60.
Men'sshoes reg. 1.75 now 1.40.
Ladies shoes reg. 4.00 now 8.00.
Ladies shoes reg. 3.60 now 2 50.
Ladies shoes reg. 8.00 now 2 00.
Ladies shoes reg. 2.50. now 1.75.
School shoes reg. 2.25 now 1.60.
School shoes rog. 2.00 now 1.40.
Schooi shoes reg. 1.60 now 1.15.
J. N. BuShey, The Shoe Man.
Alan.ogordo New Mexico.
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This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.
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Under the new management
trje rates have been reduced to $2.00 a day
and the service has been improved.
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